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Tecumseh Public Schools 

TECHNOLOGY PLAN 
 

 

I. STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 
 

The Technology Education Plan for Tecumseh Public Schools is to be used as a guide to assist in the 

educational process of our students.  Technology is to be used as a tool that provides assistance to 

teachers and students to help them to achieve the goals that have been established for the success of 

each individual student and our school district as a whole. 

 

II. MISSION STATEMENT 
 

To Empower All Students to Become Successful, Productive Citizens in a Changing Global 

Society 

 

III. VISION STATEMENT 
 

The vision of Technology Education is one that will utilize the endless opportunities of 

technology to better address the academic areas we judge as important for our students to 

explore and learn.  The vision of technology most certainly will include things that we can only 

dream about at this point in time.  Our vision must be to look at each area of technology and find 

the best way to incorporate these ideas into the classroom and offices to tap into these great 

possibilities for education.  This vision will stress making technology a priority in the education 

process.  Through this vision we hope to be able to accomplish the following: 

 

 Allow increased access to technology 

 Create a networked system district wide 

 Provide adequate support 

 Develop adequate training programs 

 Design a program which keeps us current and up-to-date 
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PLAN OVERVIEW 

 
Technology must no longer be viewed as an added-on element in learning.  In the classroom of the future, 

technology must serve as a vehicle to help teachers deliver a variety of learning opportunities to students in 

many disciplines or subject areas.  In addition, students must gain the necessary skills in the use of 

technology to enable them to be functional and productive citizens of the next century. 

 

The technology plan will be implemented with integrated district-wide and site-based delivery priorities.  

The first priority will be to expand a basic core of technology common to all buildings and work sites in the 

district.  The second priority will generate site-based delivery options to allow each location to address the 

unique mix of students and staff at that building.  Each site will have access to classroom, library, and lab 

computer situations that include Internet access, research capabilities, and network software appropriate for 

the curriculum. 

 

The core of this technology plan is to provide and support a basic computer and telecommunication network 

that will allow for maximum communications, connecting rooms within the building and buildings within the 

district.  This plan allows for maximum communication opportunities with Tecumseh Schools, its students 

and parents, the community of Tecumseh, and universal access to the information superhighway for every 

classroom and student.  To help meet this goal, the district purchases new computers with the goal of 

replacing machines, as needed, according to a predetermined schedule, to upgrade outdated machines and 

help the district keep current. 

 

Technologies to be acquired during this three-year plan include:  additional and updated classroom 

computers, as needed, additional wireless technologies, interactive hardware designed to enhance the 

capabilities of classroom smartboards, and specific software designed to meet the needs of the teachers and 

students in the district. 

 

The district is committed to the best integration possible of technology and curriculum.  To help meet this 

need, the district has a full-time technology director who works closely with the superintendent of schools to 

make sure we continue to work towards the best possible technology to support our curriculum.  

 

Funds for technology will be acquired from state and federal grants and title monies, Advanced Placement 

Incentive Funds, district funds, Carl Perkins money, E-rate monies, State Vocational Technology 

Improvement Funds, and local businesses and partnerships. 

 

District personnel will work with the Tecumseh Public Library to reach community members, especially 

those with limited reading or English skills.  District software will be demonstrated to individuals and small 

groups, and possibilities will be explored as to how future trainings will benefit the community.  Staff will 

attend civic and community meetings to explain the program and solicit support. 
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1. STRATEGIES FOR IMPROVING ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AND TEACHER 

EFFECTIVENESS. 

Technology will be used to support and improve academic achievement, including technology 

literacy, of ALL students.  Tecumseh Schools will implement the following strategies to improve 

teachers’ capacity to integrate technology effectively into curriculum and instruction. 

Process Writing  

 

All students in grades 6-12 are required to research information and/or write term papers.  

Elementary students are required to develop written communication skills.  Students at all grade 

levels will use technology to learn, develop, and strengthen writing skills.  The students will make 

use of mobile computer labs within the classrooms to allow students to access the technology 

(computers, Internet, software packages like “Office”, etc.) in addition to the technology made 

available in libraries and permanently placed in classrooms.  When IEP’s (teachers currently use 

web-based IEP software - SEAS) require the use of assistive technology, portable smart keyboards 

and other required technology is presented.  Teachers will be provided training on all technologies by 

manufacturer trainers, state and/or local trainers with expertise in the specific technology area. 

 

Mathematics, Data Organization and Interpretation 

 

Students will be taught the use of database and spreadsheet interpretation within the confines of 

technology/computer classes.  Training in these software applications is made available for teachers, 

by request. Courses are offered at middle school and high school levels in software applications 

sections of business and technology courses. 

 

Early Literacy Initiatives 

 

Students in the elementary grades go to a computer lab, for instruction, weekly.  While in the lab, 

students make use of technologies that incorporate reading, writing, speaking, listening (e.g. 

Wiggleworks, Reader Rabbit, JumpStart, phonics, Star Early Literacy, Accelerated Reader, and 

HeartSoft) in addition to individual software programs designed to enhance literacy for all students at 

all levels. 

 

New Technology for Improving Academic Achievement and Teacher Effectiveness  

 

 

During the 2014-15 school year, the elementary teachers at Crosstimbers, Barnard, & Krouch were 

given new laptops.  The laptops on the oldest laptop cart at the high school were replaced with new 

ones.  The cart with the older iPad 1’s at Krouch was replaced with new iPads, and the older ones 

were distributed and assigned to the classrooms. 
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During the 2015-16 school year the wifi access points and necessary supporting switches and 

hardware were upgraded at all of the district sites using e-rate and district funding.  The desktop 

computers in the Crosstimbers computer lab were upgraded, replacing outdated technology.  The 

laptops on cart B at the high school were replaced with new ones purchased with federal grant funds.  

At Crosstimbers, the laptops on cart 1 were upgraded, replacing older outdated ones that were no 

longer supported by Microsoft. 

 

During the 2016-17 school year the middle school teachers will receive new laptops.  Their current 

laptops will be reimaged and used to replace older technology in the district that has become 

obsolete. We plan to purchase chromebook carts for each site to allow faster and easier access to 

internet research and cloud computing. 

 

During the 2017-18 school year the computer labs at the middle school and high school will receive 

new desktop computers and monitors.  Their current computers will be reimaged and used throughout 

the district to replace aging and outdated computers.  We will continue to add chromebooks at each 

site using local and federal funding to provide current technology for the students to use. 

 

During the 2018-2019 school year we will utilize funding to continue our upgrade cycle with 

technology throughout the district.  We will continue to add chromebook carts at sites where useage 

requires.  We will continue to explore technology options like kindles for internet access for class 

research.   

 

District Leaders can use Technology Tools to Collect, Organize, Analyze, Disaggregate, and Report on 

Student Achievement Data 

 

Tecumseh Schools’ district leaders will use technology to collect, organize, analyze, disaggregate, 

and report on student achievement data which provides an opportunity to identify strengths and 

weaknesses in curriculum and instruction.  Currently, educational leaders utilize Aurora Learning 

Community Association (ALCA web) software as a means of providing interpretations of student test 

data for programming and learning decisions.  Leaders use spreadsheets and databases as well as 

information from student information systems to assist in data interpretation.  Leaders are provided 

assistance in the development and creation of these technology tools, upon request.   

 

 

 

Involve Teachers in the Process of Looking at Student Performance  

 

Training is provided to train teachers in the process of looking at student performance data to make 

informed curriculum and instruction decisions and improve instructional practices (EDIT). Teachers 

are taught how to use texts and resources to maximize instruction impact.  Teachers use a 

computerized grade book to record, review/analyze student performance data and communicate 

results to parents, students and administration. Currently, teachers utilize Aurora Learning 

Community Association (ALCA web) software as a means of providing interpretations of student test 

data for programming and learning decisions. 
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Teachers utilize a variety of technologies to support different learning styles and meet the needs of all 

learners in the district. These technologies include SmartBoards, eInstruction classroom performance 

systems, and LCD projection devices with appropriate subject-specific software.  In addition, on-site 

technical and instructional support for the integration of technology is provided to teachers and 

administrators which will increase teachers’ and leaders’ capacity to make effective use of time and 

resources.  In grades K-5, teachers utilize the Dibels reading and math assessment tools, via personal 

digital assistants, to assist with the development of intervention strategies to meet the needs of 

learners. During the 2011-2012 school year, ALL classrooms were fitted with SmartBoards. 

All sites have reliable internet-connected workstations.  In addition, mobile lab carts (24 – 30 stations 

depending on the site) are available at Barnard Elementary, Cross Timbers Elementary, Middle 

School and High School.  Core subject areas (at middle school and high school levels) have one to 

five portable computer labs available by schedule, for instructional use.  Barnard Elementary has one 

(1) mobile cart and Cross Timbers Elementary has two (2) mobile carts. 

Tecumseh Public Schools’ district goals and expectations support teachers in their integration efforts. 

Teachers, new to the district, are provided update training in technologies available.  Review training 

is available to teachers, by request. 

 

 

 

2. GOALS   

Primary Goals of Enhancing Education Through Technology  

Tecumseh Public Schools’ primary goals of enhancing education through technology include 

improving student achievement through the use of technology, ensuring all students become 

technologically literate, promote effective integration of technology into on-going professional 

development, and advance research-based instruction through technology integrated curriculum 

development.  Goals support local curriculum initiatives and are aligned with national and state 

content standards.  

Goal statements ought to be specific and clearly describe what you wish to accomplish so that specific action 

steps can be defined and outcomes measured. Goals could relate to professional development, curriculum 

development and integration, technology literacy, access, or student achievement.  

Professional Development 

 

Teachers will participate in professional development to acquire instructional strategies and pedagogy 

necessary to facilitate learner-centered, standards-based curricula that integrate the use of technology 

tools. Administrators will participate in professional development to acquire the tools and skills 

needed to analyze student achievement data.  All sites will be provided a full day of ALCA (Aurora 

Learning Community Association) software training. Smartboard and SmartSlate training continues 
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to be provided to facilitate the integration of the technology into the classrooms.  During the 2012-

2013 school year, additional ALCA training was provided for mapping Common Core standards.  

 

Student Technology Literacy  

 

 Students will use technology resources for solving problems and making informed decisions in 

technology infused mathematics, science, social studies, and language arts classes.  

 Students will use technology-enhanced research to locate, evaluate, and collect information from a 

variety of sources.  

Access  

 

A ratio of one workstation to every four students will be established in each school in the district in 

order to ensure access for learners to write and publish across the curriculum.  In addition students 

will have access to one workstation per student in buildings utilizing mobile technology (Barnard 

Elementary, Cross Timbers Elementary, Middle School, and High School) 

Curriculum Development and Integration 

Teachers will incorporate the use of technology tools such as LCD projection devices, eInstruction 

classroom performance systems, interactive SmartBoards, world-wide web, word processing 

hardware and software into the classroom in order to facilitate classroom objectives, the writing 

process, promote creativity, and increase accessibility to text content.   

 

3. STEPS TO INCREASE ACCESSIBILITY          

Tecumseh Public Schools will ensure that all students and teachers have increased access to 

technology.  Tecumseh Public Schools will use Federal, State and local funding sources to purchase 

hardware, software and peripherals to assist all students, at all sites, including students from high-

poverty homes and high-needs schools.  In addition, funds will be dedicated to provide professional 

development to help ensure that teachers are prepared to integrate technology effectively into 

curricula and instruction.  

Teachers from Tecumseh Public Schools will continue to receive training in subject content, learner 

differences (via Response to Intervention Training), and creating supportive environments to enhance 

student and teacher accessibility to technology. 

 Tecumseh Public Schools will ensure that teachers are trained and encouraged in a 

supportive environment to utilize technology with content that will effectively enhance the 

achievement of all students, regardless of gender, socioeconomic status, race, ethnicity, or 

special needs 

 Tecumseh Public Schools will ensure that teachers will have access to high quality content 

that is appropriate, relevant, and engaging for every student, regardless of gender, 

socioeconomic status, race, ethnicity, or special needs 
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 Tecumseh Public Schools’ students will have positive, supportive learning opportunities 

which will include hands-on experiences with technology resources and high-quality content  

Accessibility Infrastructure  

Tecumseh Public Schools will continue to work toward a one student per computer ratio.  In addition, 

Tecumseh Public Schools will maintain the current ratio of one internet-capable computer per 

teacher.  (Currently, every teacher has a personal notebook computer in addition to a desktop 

computer in their classroom, for their use.) 

Replacement Cycle 

Tecumseh Public Schools will continue to implement a computer replacement cycle of four years or 

less in computer labs.  Classroom machines are replaced on a rotating basis.  The district utilizes 

general fund and grant monies to replace machines/technology. 

Internet Access: 

Tecumseh Public Schools maintains Internet access in all classrooms and labs on all campuses.  The 

Internet connectivity [High-speed (200Mbps* to the internet and 1Gbps* within the WAN), fiber, and 

wireless connectivity] will include scalable bandwidth, easy access, and wireless connectivity on all 

campuses. Tecumseh Public Schools currently has applications on file with the SLD to maintain the 

wide area network.  Routers, servers, switches and other vital hardware will be updated as necessary.  

Tecumseh schools comply with all aspects of the Children’s Internet Protection Act (CIPA) and all 

other guidelines of the E-rate program and the State Department of Education including content 

filtering of all Internet capable computers within the district. (*Using e-rate funding, internet speed 

was increased from 100MB to 200MB starting July 1, 2015 & WAN speed was increased from 

200MB to 1GB starting July 1, 2016). 

Meeting the Needs of all Learners  

Tecumseh Public Schools will provide assistive technology (may include but is not limited to screen 

readers, sound amplifiers, hardware modifications, seating/learning environment modifications, and 

other advanced technology as it becomes available) when instructed by 504 or IEP to ensure 

technology accessibility meets the needs of all learners.  Tecumseh Schools will ensure that culturally 

relevant resources and relevant gender content are utilized by providing professional development for 

teachers and administrators in recognizing and implementing non-discriminatory resources and 

strategies.  Currently the district provides assistive technology for multiple students with various 

learning needs. 

4. PROMOTION OF CURRICULA AND TEACHING STRATEGIES THAT INTEGRATE 

TECHNOLOGY 

Tecumseh Public Schools will identify and promote curricula and teaching strategies that integrate 

technology effectively into curricula and instruction, based on a review of relevant research.  This 

practice will lead to improvements in student academic achievement.  
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 Purchases will be limited to curricula/software proven effective based upon relevant research 

provided by vendors or individual reviews. 

 Teaching strategies/interventions will be implemented based upon relevant research provided 

by vendors or individual reviews. 

Promotion of Curricula and Teaching Strategies that Integrate Technology Effectively 

Based upon the curriculum adoption cycle, Tecumseh Public Schools will utilize the curriculum 

adoption committees to identify, evaluate, and select technologies and strategies that support teaching 

and learning for all students. 

In grades K-5, teachers utilize the Dibels reading and math assessment tools, via iPads, to assist with 

the development of intervention strategies to meet the needs of learners.  During the 2014-15 school 

year, the district continued to utilize the Dibels Next reading and math assessment tools for the iPad.  

Dibels Next increases assessments to include comprehension and fifth grade student assessment. The 

district will continue to provide training in the use of this new technology. 

Professional development committee membership and local technology staff will focus on supporting 

teachers in matching technology professional development to curriculum needs ensuring that the best 

use of technology is implemented to maximize student learning. 

NOTE: The Center for Applied Research in Educational Technology (CARET) has web sites that 

provide ready access to some of the best available research.  

Tecumseh Public Schools’, teachers and administrators, will discuss the possibility of the inclusion of 

technology criteria in teacher and principal evaluation instruments as well as the inclusion of 

technology criteria in a teacher’s individual professional development plans. 

Tecumseh Public Schools will promote support-oriented approaches that focus on encouragement of 

teachers by peers (colleagues, mentors, individuals with roles such as technology professional 

development leaders) to examine and consider changing existing teaching practices.  Approaches 

include co-planning, co-teaching, and modeling of units by more experienced teachers.  More 

traditional methods such as workshops and summer institutes will be investigated. Support-oriented 

approaches do not follow “one-size-fits-all” methods. 

 

 

5. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT  

Tecumseh Public Schools continues to annually evaluate and modify our Professional Development 

Plan that is tied to goals and standards and provides for ongoing and sustained staff training.  

Components of the professional development program are linked to curriculum programs and 

student performance (i.e. EDIT).  While educators do not develop an individual professional 

development plan, individuals are encouraged to request training in specific areas of need they 

identify. 
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Curriculum Programs 

Tecumseh Public Schools will encourage teachers to utilize technology in their curricular areas.  

Professional development will be offered in PASSKEY (a software program supporting core areas in 

secondary curriculums), student testing programs such as STAR Reading, STAR Math, Accelerated 

Reader, and curriculum support software such as Aleks Math, Study Island, and Odysseyware  

Professional Development was provided for these software packages. SmartBoard training continues 

to be provided to facilitate the integration of the technology into classrooms. 

Student Performance 

Teachers and administrators will be provided training in the utilization of technology to acquire the 

tools and skills necessary to analyze student achievement data and recognize strengths and 

weaknesses in existing programs.  This professional development will encourage and engage teachers 

in looking closely at students and their work.  Analyzing student performance provides occasions for 

teachers to reflect critically on their practice.  

Professional Growth 

Tecumseh Public Schools utilizes a teacher-trainer method that allows teachers, administrators and 

staff to request specific and individual professional development from “experts” on the staff.  This 

method provides for “anytime, anyplace flexibility” that results in new professional development 

opportunities being available. This professional development is continuously woven into the fabric of 

the profession of teaching and enables new collegial relationships and professional learning 

communities to develop.  

 In addition, this method provides access to resources, colleagues, and experts that may not be 

available otherwise and reduces the costs of professional development.  Professional development 

provides opportunities for meaningful teacher leadership roles to emerge. 

When developing a professional development plan, it is important to consider the Five Stages of 

Instructional Evolution (Apple, ACOT).  Teachers will be given a technology survey to rate where they 

think they are in the five stages and identify their technology training needs based on their 

implementation of technology in their classroom. 

The Five Stages of Instructional Evolution include: 

1 - Entry Stage: teachers learn to master the new tools themselves and begin to plan how to use them in their 

classrooms.  

2 - Adoption Stage: teachers begin to blend technology into their classroom practices, without making any 

significant changes to those practices.  

3 - Adaptation Stage: the new technology becomes thoroughly integrated into traditional classroom practices 

and teachers begin to see some real benefits in student learning and engagement.  

4 - Appropriation Stage: the teachers understand technology, use it effortlessly in their own work and in the 

classroom, and have difficulty imagining how they would function without it.  
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5 - Invention Stage: teachers experiment with new instructional patterns and ways of relating to students and 

to other teachers enabled by the technology, resulting in significant changes in their classroom practices and 

professional lives.  

NOTE:  Professional development for technology integration is MOST effective when it is in the context 

of curriculum content, effective pedagogy, and student learning, not focused on the technology itself.  

6. TECHNOLOGY TYPE AND COSTS  

Tecumseh Public Schools will be flexible toward new technologies and funding models and continue to 

select technologies that are cost effective AND provide impact on teaching and learning.  As 

opportunities arise for upgrades/updates, attention will be paid to the school interoperability 

framework (SIF).  We will continue to move towards applications that utilize the school 

interoperability framework so that instructional and administrative applications will work together 

more effectively.  When considering the total cost of ownership, Tecumseh Public Schools will continue 

to use federal, state and local funds while investigating alternative funding sources.  Federal funding 

sources currently include E-rate, Title II-D, Title VI, and other Title programs, when appropriate. 

  

 

 

District Technologies 

 

Currently, Tecumseh Public Schools has combined the previous six (6) local area networks into one wide 

area network (WAN).  Tecumseh Schools has received E-rate and local funding to support voice over IP 

(VOIP) technology (telephones in the classroom) as well as server replacement.   

During the 2009-2010 school year the VOIP funding request was approved. During the 2010-11 school year, 

the VOIP project, as well as the DHCP and e-mail server projects were implemented. The server projects put 

Tecumseh Schools in compliance with regulations requiring archiving of school e-mail. The district has 

provided voice mail accounts for all teachers, so parents can communicate directly with teachers regarding 

student performance. Tecumseh Public Schools has implemented a web based SIF- compliant student 

information system, iSIS, at all of our school sites and are in compliance with the state WAVE requirements.    

In addition, we have a firewall & content in place for the district (Watchguard X 750e), which provides 

protection for the approximate 1000 computers within our district.  During the 2013-14 school year, the 

Central Oklahoma Juvenile Center (COJC) switched to a Watchguard device for internet content filtering.  

The district also has made use of E-rate funding to facilitate web-hosting services.  The district has 

implemented a student emergency notification system to assist with emergency notification of parents and 

the public when weather or other emergency situations present themselves.  Starting with the 2009-10 school 

year, Using E-Rate funds, Tecumseh Schools upgraded Wireless Access Points (WAPs) throughout the 

district during the 2015-2016 school year.   
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Site Technologies 

 

Each of the sites has an Internet-capable computer lab and additional machines in each classroom.  

Currently, the classroom ratio of machines to students is approximately 1:5.  Every classroom teacher has an 

Internet-capable desktop computer for their use in addition to a personal computer notebook (every 

classroom is used every period so notebooks provide a practical solution to teachers being able to use 

network based software packages for attendance, class prep, etc.).   In grades K-5, teachers utilize the Dibels 

reading and math assessment tools (Dibels Next was implemented during the 2011-12 school year), via 

iPads, to assist with the development of intervention strategies to meet the needs of learners.  Beginning in 

July 2009, 54 computer notebooks, and 47 desktops were added to the District’s inventory of computers.  An 

additional supply of back-up batteries and charger was added at the Middle School. 

 

Beginning in July 2010, every classroom in the district had a Smart Board. All elementary and secondary 

classrooms are now equipped with smartboards. During the 2010-11 school year, the project of mounting the 

Smart Boards was initiated.   

 

 At the upper-elementary site, middle-school site, and Tecumseh high school, there are mobile computer 

labs.  Tecumseh High School currently has four (4) mobile carts and Tecumseh Middle School has five (5).  

Cross Timbers elementary site currently has two (2) mobile carts and Barnard Elementary has one (One 25-

bay) mobile cart.  Beginning in August of 2006, the district implemented a plan to provide each classroom 

teacher with a personal notebook for their use (all classrooms are occupied during all periods so teachers 

must move out of their classrooms during their planning period).  During the 2010-11 school year, six iPad 

carts, each containing 24 iPads and one iBook, were purchased for the district. Each site received one of the 

carts, with the high school site receiving two. During the 2011-12 school year, the teacher notebooks at the 

high school were replaced.   

Local and federal funds have been utilized to provide e-instruction classroom performance systems and 

necessary LCD projectors and equipment for use in the upper elementary, middle school and high school 

sites.  During the 2011-2012 school year, an additional iPad cart was added at the middle school.  During the 

2012-13 school year, an additional iPad cart was added at Krouch ECC.  During the same school year, the 

middle school teacher laptops were upgraded to current technology standards. 

 

The district must consider technology options which effectively support teaching and learning in a variety of 

classroom and learning environments.  Consideration must be given to lower-cost options which provide 

technological support beyond a desktop computer for every student.   

These considerations go beyond just the cost of computers, computer software, networking hardware and 

connectivity, servers, printers, scanners, and projectors.  The total cost of ownership includes these 

considerations in addition to professional development, support, connectivity, replacement costs and 

retrofitting expenses.  

 

During the 2013-2014 school year, the desktop computers in the two high school computer labs, and the 

middle school lab were replaced with new computers.   

The computers removed were given additional memory and upgraded to Windows 7.  They were used to 

create a research area in the high school library and the former middle school workroom.  These new 

computer areas will be available to teachers for class research, and for state required testing.   

The newest laptop cart at the high school was upgraded since Microsoft had stopped supporting Windows 

XP. 
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For the 2013-2014 school year, the internet speed was updated at the Central Oklahoma Juvenile Center 

(COJC).  This involved using e-rate funds which upgraded the existing T-1 internet connection at COJC to a 

10Mbps connection. 

 

For the 2015-16 school year, using E-Rate funding, the district upgraded the WiFi coverage at all sites.  We  

also requested and received additional bandwidth for our district internet, as well as our wide area network.  

The internet and wide area network were at 100 Mbps and both were increased to 200 Mbps after E-Rate 

funding was approved.  The district was also able to use awarded technology grant money to start updating 

older mobile devices on the carts at each of the sites.  We were also awarded a grant to fund secure electronic 

access entry points at each of our three elementary sites.   

 

For the 2016-17 school year, using E-rate funding, the district was able to upgrade and maintain the 

components of the schools network.  E-rate funds were also used for our Internet and WAN.  We were able 

to upgrade our Windows 2003 server this year as well.  The older computers still running Windows XP are 

being upgraded or replaced as grant funding allows.   

 

For the 2017-18 school year, using E-Rate funding, the district was able to reduce the cost of phones, 

intercoms, and other network components for the new ECC being built for or Pre-K and Kindergarten 

students.  Using federal grants the district was able to upgrade the computers in the high school and middle 

school computer labs.  Using money from a local county tax for education the district was able to begin 

replacing aging technology throughout the district.  In the first phase the district added chromebooks at all of 

the sites, as well as new iPads and Kindle tablets.  The district was able to use this financial source to 

purchase new smartboards and projectors to replace those that were starting to malfunction.   

 

Technical Support  

 

District goals for support include providing at least one technical staff employee to every 350 computers. 

Current staff is centrally deployed and campus-based.  Many technical support issues are managed by 

knowledgeable staff located at the site. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PROPOSED BUDGET 

 

 

2018-2019 (Cost Projections are approximate) 

 
A)  Curriculum Issues        $ 10,000 

 An emphasis will be placed on providing a proper  

 and adequate curriculum-related software/licensing at  

 all sites.  We will try to match software to the curriculum at  

 each site in order to provide the proper technological support  

 to the curriculum. 

B)  Professional Development                   $   4,000 
 We will continue the established Professional 
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 Development at each site. 

C)  Equipment Upgrade                    $ 25,000 
  We will continue the upgrade rotation process 

  that is established to provide current equipment  

  and software system. 

      D)  District Technology Coordinator                   $50,000 

  A District Technology Coordinator will be         

              employed. 

      E) Technology Assistant                       $15,000 

             A technology assistant will be employed to provide on-site 

                assistance and repair 

   F) Additional hardware                    $ 66,000 

   Purchase additional hardware and peripherals  

    necessary to enhance student  and staff learning and productivity. 

        G)  Telecommunications 

   Local and long distance telephone service, cell phones,                $173,000 

               Internet access.  Emergency Notification system and web hosting. 

        H)  Internal Connections                                 $120,000 

   Basic maintenance, server replacement, DHCP/Email server, voice 

        Over IP telephone system 

  I)  VOIP  annual subscription services & phone replacement       $2,500  

                    APPROXIMATE TOTAL                                          $465,500 
 

 

2019-2020 (Cost Projections are approximate) 

 

A) Curriculum Issues        $ 10,000 

 An emphasis will be placed on providing a proper  

 and adequate curriculum related software system at  

 all sites.  We will try to match the curriculum at  

 each site in order to provide the proper assistance  

 to the curriculum. 

B) Professional Development       $   4,000 
 We will continue the established Professional 

 Development at each site. 

C) Equipment Upgrade                        $ 25,000 
 We will continue the upgrade rotation process 

 that is established to provide a current equipment  

 and software system. 

      D)  District Technology Coordinator                   $50,000 

  A District Technology Coordinator will be         

              employed. 

      E) Technology Assistant                       $15,000 

             A technology assistant will be employed to provide on-site 

                assistance and repair 

   F) Additional hardware                    $ 66,000 

   Purchase additional hardware and peripherals  

    necessary to enhance student  and staff learning and productivity. 

        G)  Telecommunications 

   Local and long distance telephone service, cell phones,                $173,000 

               Internet access.  Emergency Notification system and web hosting. 

        H)  Internal Connections                                 $120,000 
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   Basic maintenance, server replacement, DHCP/Email server, voice 

        Over IP telephone system 

  I)  VOIP       annual subscription services & phone replacement                   $2,500  

                    APPROXIMATE TOTAL                                          $465,500 
 

 

 

 

 

2020-2021 (Cost Projections are approximate) 

 
A) Curriculum Issues        $ 10,000 

 An emphasis will be placed on providing a proper  

 and adequate curriculum related software system at  

 all sites.  We will try to match the curriculum at  

 each site in order to provide the proper assistance  

 to the curriculum. 

B) Professional Development       $   4,000 
 We will continue the established Professional Development at each site. 

C) Equipment Upgrade                     $ 25,000 
 We will continue the upgrade rotation process 

 that is established to provide a current equipment  

 and software system. 

            D)  District Technology Coordinator                   $50,000 

  A District Technology Coordinator will be         

              employed. 

      E) Technology Assistant                       $15,000 

             A technology assistant will be employed to provide on-site 

                assistance and repair 

   F) Additional hardware                    $ 66,000 

   Purchase additional hardware and peripherals  

    necessary to enhance student  and staff learning and productivity. 

        G)  Telecommunications 

   Local and long distance telephone service, cell phones,                $173,000 

               Internet access.  Emergency Notification system and web hosting. 

        H)  Internal Connections                                 $120,000 

   Basic maintenance, server replacement, DHCP/Email server, voice 

        Over IP telephone system 

   I)  VOIP  annual subscription services & phone replacement       $2,500  

                    APPROXIMATE TOTAL                                          $465,500 

 

7.  COORDINATION WITH OTHER RESOURCES  

 
Whenever possible, Tecumseh Public Schools attempts to combine separate funding (e.g. E-rate, 

other Federal and Title funding as well as state and local funds) sources to support integrated 

school initiatives.  The assistant superintendent locates funding sources and coordinates initiatives 

with the technology committee to provide resources to secure technologies which were determined 

necessary and appropriate by site-based technology needs surveys. 
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      Use of Time 
 

Tecumseh Public Schools attempts to provide each site with adequate technology repair, instruction, and 

support to make effective use of the technologies located at the site.  Requests for repair and/or assistance 

are responded to as soon as possible.  While at the sites, the technician is able to observe and assist with 

the determination of which programs could benefit from the addition of technology resources.  In this 

manner, the technician becomes a technology integration specialist and provides input to technology-

related curriculum committees. 

 

 

Use of Staff 

 

In addition to employing a Technology Director, during the 2011-12 school year Tecumseh Public 

Schools added a full-time technology assistant for installation of new technology and software, and repair 

of existing technology and supporting software. 

 

Use of Funds 

 

When considering the total cost of ownership, Tecumseh Public Schools will continue to use federal, 

state and local funds while investigating alternative funding sources. 

 

 

 

8.  INTEGRATION OF TECHNOLOGY WITH CURRICULA AND INSTRUCTION  

Tecumseh Public Schools will identify and promote curricula and teaching strategies that 

integrate technology effectively into curricula and instruction, based on a review of relevant 

research.  This practice will lead to improvements in student academic achievement. Based 

upon the curriculum adoption cycle, Tecumseh Public Schools will utilize the curriculum 

adoption committees to identify, evaluate, and select technologies and strategies that support 

teaching and learning for all students.  Professional development committee membership and 

local technology staff will focus on supporting teachers in matching technology professional 

development to curriculum needs ensuring that the best use of technology is implemented to 

maximize student learning.  Purchases will be limited to curricula/software proven effective 

based upon relevant research provided by vendors or individual reviews.  Teaching 

strategies/interventions will be implemented based upon relevant research provided by vendors 

or individual reviews. 
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Implementation Timeline 

 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 

Math curriculum and instruction 

integrated with technology (2017-18) 
 X  

Language Arts and the Arts curriculum 

and instruction integrated with 

technology 

X   

Science and Computer Ed. curriculum 

and instruction integrated with 

technology 

  X 

Assisted by E-rate funding continued 

implementation of VoIP at selected sites  
X X X 

Continued Response to Intervention 

implementation of scoring software at 

Early Childhood Center, Barnard 

Elementary and Cross Timbers Elem. 

X X X 

Continue to implement web based 

student information software and 

gradebook 

X X X 

Increase the quality and or quantity of 

printers available to teachers and staff 

centralize printing to site copiers 

X X X 

Upgrade computer systems X X X 

Increase the number of student 

computer stations available in the 

classroom 

X X X 

Continued implementation of IP phone 

systems at Cross Timbers Elementary, 

Middle School and High School 

X X X 

Use of A+ core curriculum software and 

Odysseyware at the Alternative 

Academy and at THS 

X X X 

Investigate advance storage technology 

for student use on network 
X X X 

Continued improvement of District web 

site to increase ease of use and expanded 

information available to students, 

parents, and staff 

X X X 
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Security Cameras and systems 

replacement-Upgrade sites 
X X X 

Continued Implementation of Student 

Emergency Notification System 
X X X 

Web Hosting Service X X X 

Pending E-Rate Funding Implement a 

Basic Maintenance Program to Provide 

Maintenance of Eligible Internal 

Connections  

X X X 

 

 

 

  

9.   INNOVATIVE DELIVERY STRATEGIES  

 

Tecumseh Public Schools and the Tecumseh Board of Education currently have a policy in 

place that allows for online courses for credit on an individually approved basis.  We will 

investigate the possibility of using online and distance learning courses, possibly through the 

local Career Tech Center, to extend the curriculum offerings in our district.  

Tecumseh Schools will ensure that any courses selected for use at our schools will be 

challenging, relevant, and aligned with appropriate national, state, and district standards 

currently established for learning.  

 

Instructional Design 
 

Any online or distance learning courses selected will be designed to take advantage of the online 

learning environment and support the development of the 21st-century learning skills.  

  

Teacher Quality 

 

Any teacher involved in teaching any online or distance learning courses will be skilled in the 

subject matter, learning theory, technologies, and teaching pedagogies appropriate for the content 

area and the online environment.  

 

 

 

 

Student Roles 
 

Any student involved in enrolling in any online or distance learning course will be actively engaged 

in the learning process and interact on a regular basis with the teacher and online classmates.  
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Assessment 

Any assessment selected for any online or distance learning course will provide opportunities for 

students to reflect on their own learning and work quality during the course, and give students the 

opportunity to demonstrate mastery of the course content.  

 

Management and Support Systems 

 

As online courses or distance learning are implemented, all support systems will provide teachers, 

students, and parents services comparable to those provided by face-to-face courses, as well as 

special support necessitated by the unique circumstances of the online environment.  

 

 

 

 

 

Technological Infrastructure 

 

For all online and distance learning courses, the technology behind the course will work reliably, 

simply, and economically. Technical assistance should be available whenever needed by students or 

teachers.  

 

 

 

 

10.  PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT  

 

Technology provides a powerful communications link to engage parents in their children’s school 

experience. Parents and community members are involved in the district’s planning efforts.  

Their input provides valuable perspectives to technology implementation planning. 

 

Communication with Parents 

 

E-mail 

 

All teachers have e-mail capabilities and are encouraged to communicate with parents through this 

tool.  Direct email is available on the District’s web site 

 

District and Site Websites 

  

 Tecumseh Public Schools has a webpage that includes current information that proves to be a 

valuable communication tool with parents.  In addition, the site includes virtual classrooms with 

assignments and information to parents and students to assist with classroom success. Training will 

continue to be available to teachers as they are encouraged to use the web page and World-Wide Web 

for parent communication. 
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Gradebook 

 

Tecumseh Public Schools uses the iSIS Gradebook at all grade levels.  This electronic gradebook 

provides progress reports to parents, and will be easily accessed through the on-line program.   

 

 

11.  COLLABORATION WITH ADULT LITERACY SERVICE PROVIDERS  

 

 District personnel will work with community literacy councils and pubic libraries to explore     

how future trainings and sharing of resources will benefit the community 

 

The school system should be prepared for a greater number of community workers interested in using the 

school facilities for personal training and continuing education.  It may be necessary to make computer 

labs available in the evenings so that everyone interested can have the opportunity to receive hands-on 

instruction and computer software training.  

 

 

12. ACCOUNTABILITY MEASURES  

 

Effective evaluation is critical because it serves as a continuous accountability guide for the 

educators in the district, provides feedback and results that support the plan for continuous 

improvement.  This evaluation documents the extent to which the goals and objectives of the 

work are accomplished, the quality of the work and the impact of the work.  This will help the 

district to modify the technology plan, as needed, to better suit the needs of the district. 

 

 Tecumseh Public Schools will implement an on-going Federal Programs/District technology 

committee consisting of teachers from every site and discipline interested in participating.  

Parents and community members will be asked to serve as members on this committee to 

gather their input on technology for Tecumseh Public Schools.  This committee will use 

data from student and teacher surveys to evaluate the district technology needs. 

 

 The district will keep a current inventory of hardware and software products in use at all 

sites.  At the beginning of each school term, committee members will be asked to poll their 

teachers for technology and training needs.  The committee will use this information to 

better plan for future growth and goals at every level. 

 

 

 

 

  13. SUPPORTING RESOURCES  

Supporting resources can boost a technology plan from adequate to highly effective.  Tecumseh 

Public Schools recognizes the need to continue to search for and utilize resources from all 

areas, including the State Department of Education personnel, workshops, publications, and 

website; E-Rate publications and websites; networking opportunities with other districts and 

states; federal publications and websites; and state and national seminars and trainings. 
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APPENDICES 
 

TECUMSEH PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

K-12 COMPUTER/INTERNET SAFETY REQUIREMENTS AND 

ACCEPTABLE USE POLICY 

 

NETWORK USE 

 
All use of the system must be in support of education and research and consistent with the mission of the 

Tecumseh District.  The Tecumseh District reserves the right to prioritize use and access to the system. 

 

Any use of the system must be in conformity to state and federal law, K-12 Network policies, and the 

Tecumseh District policy.  Use of the system for commercial solicitation is prohibited. 

The system constitutes public facilities and may not be used to support or oppose political candidates or 

ballot measures. 

 

No use of the system shall serve to disrupt the operation of the system by others; system components 

including hardware or software shall not be destroyed, modified, or abused in any way. 

 

Malicious use of the system to develop programs or institute practices that harass other users or gain 

unauthorized access to any entity on the system and/or damage the components of an entity on the network is 

prohibited. 

 

Users are responsible for the appropriateness of the material they transmit over the system.  Hate mail, 

discriminatory remarks, or other antisocial behaviors are expressly prohibited (i.e. cyberbullying) . Users are 

expected to maintain appropriate online behavior, including interacting with other individuals on social 

networking websites and in chat rooms. 

  

Use of the system to access, store, or distribute obscene or pornographic material is prohibited. 

Subscriptions to mailing lists, bulletin boards, chat groups, and commercial on-line services and other 

information services must be pre-approved, in writing, by the superintendent or designee.  

 

SECURITY 

 

System logins or accounts are to be used only by the authorized owner of the account for the authorized 

purpose.  Users may not share their account number or password with another person or leave an open file or 

session unattended or unsupervised.  Account owners are ultimately responsible for all activity under their 

account. 

 

Users shall not seek information on, obtain copies of, or modify files, other data, or passwords belonging to 

other users; misrepresent other users on the system; or attempt to gain unauthorized access to any entity on 

the K-12 Network. Communications may not be encrypted so as to avoid security review.  Users should 

change passwords regularly and avoid easily guessed passwords. 
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PERSONAL SECURITY 

 
Personal information such as complete names, addresses, telephone numbers and identifiable photos should 

remain confidential when communicating on the system.  Students should never reveal such information 

without permission from their teacher and parent or guardian.  No user may disclose, use, or disseminate 

personal identification information regarding minors without written authorization. 

 
As educators it is our responsibility to educate and inform the students of the Tecumseh Public School District 
about appropriate online behavior, including interacting with other individuals on social networking websites; in 

chat rooms; and cyberbullying awareness and response. Students should never make appointments to met 

people in person whom they have contacted on the system without Tecumseh District and parent permission.  

Students should notify their teacher or other adult whenever they come across information or messages they 

deem dangerous or inappropriate on the web or when using electronic mail, chat rooms, and other forms of 

direct electronic communications (i.e. instant Message Services). 

 

COPYRIGHT 

 
The unauthorized installation, use, storage, or distribution of copyrighted software or materials on Tecumseh 

District computers is prohibited.  All users of the K-12 Network shall comply with current copyright laws.  

ANY software installed on computers owned by the district must be approved by administration and installed 

by the technology staff.  NO EXCEPTIONS. 

 

FILTERING AND MONITORING 

 

Filtering services are installed and used on all computers with access to the Internet.  This blocks or filter 

access to visual depictions that are obscene, pornographic, or harmful to minors.  When adults are using the 

Internet, materials which are obscene or pornographic are still filtered or blocked. 

 

Education staff will, to the best of their ability, monitor minors’ use of the Internet in school, and will take 

reasonable measures to prevent access by minors to inappropriate material on the Internet and World Wide 

Web, and restrict their access to materials harmful to minors. 

 

ON-LINE COURSES 
 

Students enrolled in Tecumseh Public Schools may be allowed credit for Internet-based courses in certain 

circumstances.  Only courses approved for course credit by the Oklahoma State Department of Education 

will be considered.  Approval will be granted on an individual, per-student basis by a committee consisting 

of the student’s principal, district superintendent, additional administrative personnel when appropriate, and 

teachers in the discipline area of the requested course.  Students who have been approved to enroll in an 

Internet-based course for credit will be responsible for any fees involved as well as the equipment necessary 

to access the course. 
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GENERAL USE 
 

Diligent effort must be made to conserve system resources.  For example, users should frequently delete E-

mail and unused files, and users should promptly disconnect videoconferences on completion. 

 

No person shall have access to the K-12 Network without having received appropriate training, and a signed 

Individual User Release Form must be on file with the Tecumseh District.  In addition, students under the 

age of 18 must have the approval of a parent or guardian. 

 

 

Nothing in these regulations is intended to preclude the supervised use of the network while under the 

direction of a teacher or other approved user acting in conformity with the Tecumseh District policy and 

procedure. 

 

From time to time, the Tecumseh District will make a determination on whether specific uses of the K-12 

Network are consistent with the regulations stated above.  Under prescribed circumstances, non-student or 

staff use may be permitted, provided such individuals demonstrate that their use furthers the purposes and 

goals of the Tecumseh District.  For Security and administrative purposes, the Tecumseh District reserves the 

right for authorized personnel to review network use and content.  The Tecumseh District reserves the right 

to remove an individual’s network access privileges to prevent further unauthorized activity. 

 

Violation of any of these conditions of use may be cause for disciplinary action. 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

I, _________________________________________, have read and understand the conditions of the 

Acceptable Use Policy of Tecumseh Public Schools 

 

 

Signed ________________________________________ 

 

 

Date ____________________________________________ 
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Technology Self-Assessment 

 

The rubric on this page is provided to assist teachers in determining their own levels of technology proficiency and 
professional development needs. By reviewing the skills listed in the chart below, teachers can get a general idea 
whether their present level of skills are best characterized in terms of this classification system. 

Stage 

 
A teacher at this stage should be able to . . .  

 

Early 
Technology  

• Save/backup and retrieve a file; select a printer on the network; use page setup to change printer orientation 
• Word processing: use centering, spacing, fonts & styles, copy-paste, spell check, clip art 
• Go to a web address; create, send, retrieve, read, reply to, forward, print & save email 
• Integrate technology into the curriculum of your subject/grade with assistance of Instructional Tech Specialist. 
• Apply WPS Acceptable Use Policy, copyright requirements and classroom/lab rules for technology 

Developing 
Technology  

• Create folders, locate & organize files on a computer & network; organize bookmarks into browser folders 
• Connect and operate peripherals including printer, scanner, and projector 
• Resolve basic difficulties such as a paper jam or computer restart 
• Create a new spreadsheet with formulas; apply formatting to cells, columns, rows; produce simple charts. 
• Use draw or paint program to create and manipulate graphics (e.g., change size, shape) 
• Use software to organize curriculum-specific information into charts, tables, diagrams 
• Use multimedia (PowerPoint, etc.) to communicate curriculum content  
• Use basic assistive technology. Example: change text size or change mouse controls 
• Validate Web sites for authenticity and model correct citation of electronic sources  
• Demonstrate ethical & legal behavior in downloading from the Internet 
• Use appropriate technology to differentiate instruction (multimedia presentations, concept maps) 
• Locate online curriculum resources & other technology resources for planning. 

Proficient • Export & import documents in different file formats (RTF, PDF, JPEG, HTML, etc) 
• Spreadsheets: use built-in calculating functions, format graphs, use sort, find 
• Database: browse, sort, search, add & delete data 
• Demonstrate effective electronic search strategies using Boolean operators 
• Create multimedia presentations that include imported sound & graphics, tables, design template 
• Use charting and graphic organizer software to connect ideas and organize data 
• Create a basic Web page 
• Use specific assistive software (e.g., talking word processing, word prediction) 
• Use appropriate tools (projectors, wireless laptops, handhelds, probes, etc.) to enhance curriculum 
• Use technology to support learner centered strategies that address all  
• Use technology to collect, analyze data & communicate results to improve teaching & learning 
• Use electronic conferencing tools: e.g. bulletin boards 

Advanced • Import & export data between spreadsheet, databases & other applications 
• Design, create, and manipulate an original database. 
• Create and post maintain Web pages for communication and instruction per district policy 
• Convert graphic, sound, & video files to different formats as appropriate 
• Manage assistive devices (alternate keyboards, voice recognition systems, etc) for diverse learners 
• Apply technology to develop students’ higher order skills and creativity 
• Routinely and rigorously identify, evaluate and apply emerging technologies to teaching and learning 
• Design and deliver effective staff development in integrating technology into the curriculum 
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Teacher Technology Survey  
 

 

1. During the 2017-2018 school year, how often did you use technology for professional activities 

such as lesson planning, administrative tasks, communications, and collaborations?  

A. Nearly Every Day 

B. About Once a Week 

C. About Once a Month 

D. Rarely or Never 
 

2. During the 2017-2018 school year, how often did you use instructional technology with students 

for activities such as research, multimedia, simulations, data interpretation, communications, 

and collaborations? 

A. Nearly Every Day 

B. About Once a Week 

C. About Once a Month 

D. Rarely or Never 
           

3. Are you familiar with the Oklahoma Instructional Technology Standards for grades 1-12?  

A. Yes 

B. No 

  

4. If so, estimate the percentage of students you taught during the 2017-2018 school year who had 

mastered the technology standards for their level. 

A. 0% 

B. 25% 

C. 50% 

D. 75% 

E. More than 75%  

 

5. Have you assessed your own technology skills using the Technology Self-Assessment Tool 

(TSAT)? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

 

6. Please use the attached TSAT.  What stage would you place yourself in? 

A. Early technology 

B. Developing technology 

C. Proficient 

D. Advanced 
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7. During the 2017-2018 school year, how many hours of technology professional development did 

you take? Count summer workshops, after-school trainings, and training during the school day.  Training could be on 

software, hardware, or, general technical training. 

 

A. Less that 5 hours 

B. 5-10 hours 

C. 10-20 hours 

D. 20-30 hours 

E. More than 30 hours  
 

8. During the 2017-2018 school year, did you receive informal professional development from a 

technology expert in your school (including support such as coaching, mentoring, and co-

teaching?  

A. Yes 

B. No 

 

9. Did you take professional development workshops or courses via distance  

learning or through the Internet during the 2017-2018 school year? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

 

10. Please indicate your site. 

A. Krouch Early Childhood Center 

B. Barnard Elementary 

C. Cross Timbers Elementary 

D. Tecumseh Middle School 

E. Tecumseh High School 

F. Other 

 

11. Please indicate your current position. 

A. Regular Classroom Teacher 

B. Counselor 

C. Librarian 

D. Administration 

E. Special Teacher  (Special Ed., Reading Specialist, Math Specialist, etc.) 

 

Please use the space below to make any suggestions or suggestions for technology planning, 

professional development or technology expansion. 
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Tecumseh Public Schools 

Elementary Student Technology Survey  

 

GRADE LEVEL__________________________________ 
 

 

1. During the year, my teacher used our Smart Board (2017-2018 school year): 

       (Check one) 

 

A. _____Nearly Every Day 

B. _____About Once a Week 

C. _____About Once a Month 

D. _____Rarely or Never  
 

2. It is easier for me to learn when my teacher uses the SmartBoard. 

 

            A.    YES                                           B.     NO 

  

3. I like using the SmartBoard to learn. 

 

            A.    YES                                           B.     NO 

 

4. I learn more when my teacher uses technology (SmartBoard, computers, etc.)  

 

            A.    YES                                           B.     NO 
 

5. My teacher knows how to use the SmartBoard.  

 

            A.    YES                                           B.     NO 

 

 
Please use the space below to make any suggestions. 
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Tecumseh Public Schools 

Student Technology Survey  
 

 

6. During the 2017-2018 school year, how often did you use technology for learning activities?  

E. Nearly Every Day 

F. About Once a Week 

G. About Once a Month 

H. Rarely or Never 
 

7. During the 2017-2018 school year, how often did you use instructional technology for activities 

such as research, multimedia, simulations, data interpretation, communications, and 

collaborations? 

A. Nearly Every Day 

B. About Once a Week 

C. About Once a Month 

D. Rarely or Never 
           

8. Are you familiar with the Oklahoma Instructional Technology Standards for grades 1-12?  

A. Yes 

B. No 

  

9. If so, estimate your level of mastery of the technology standards. 

A. 0% 

B. 25% 

C. 50% 

D. 75% 

E. More than 75%  

 

10. Have you assessed your own technology skills using the Technology Self-Assessment Tool 

(TSAT)? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

 

11. Please use the attached TSAT.  What stage would you place yourself in? 

A. Early technology 

B. Developing technology 

C. Proficient 

D. Advanced 
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12. During the 2017-2018 school year, how many hours of technology training did you experience?

  
Count  after-school trainings, and training during the school day.  Training could be on software, hardware, or, general technical 

training. 

A. Less that 5 hours 

B. 5-10 hours 

C. 10-20 hours 

D. 20-30 hours 

E. More than 30 hours  
 

13. During the 2017-2018 school year, did you receive informal technology training from a 

technology expert in your school (including support such as coaching, mentoring)?  

A. Yes 

B. No 

 

14. Did you take professional workshops or courses via distance  

learning or through the Internet during the 2017-2018 school year? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

 

15. Please indicate your site. 

A. Elementary 

B. Intermediate 

C. Middle School 

D. High School 

E. Other 

 

16. Please indicate your current grade placement. 

A. Regular Education full-Time 

B. Regular Education Part-Time 

C. Special Education Part-Time 

D. Special Education Full-Time 

 

Please use the space below to make any suggestions or suggestions for technology planning, 

professional development or technology expansion. 
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INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY PASS SKILLS 

 

Grades 1 - 12 

 

  

 

These Priority Academic Student Skills have been created using the International 

Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) National Education Technology Standards 

(NETS). This has been done in order to provide access to the resources of the ISTE 

organization and its efforts to correlate the National Education Technology Standards 

to the national curriculum standards in mathematics, science, language arts, etc.  

  

These standards should not to be viewed as “stand alone” standards for technology, but 

as technology that facilitates teaching and learning across the entire curriculum. 

These priority skills were purposely designed to be broad in defining the basic skills 

for instructional technology statewide.  

 

  

 

Introductory Level prior to completion of Grade 5  

 

  

Standard 1: The student will demonstrate knowledge of basic operations and concepts.  

 

 1. Use keyboards and other common input and output devices (including adaptive  

devices when necessary) efficiently and effectively.  

 

 2. Discuss common uses of technology in daily life and the advantages and  

disadvantages those uses provide.  

 

  

Standard 2: The student will demonstrate knowledge of social, ethical, and human 

issues, discuss basic issues related to responsible use of technology and information 

and describe personal consequences of inappropriate use.  

 

  

Standard 3: The student will demonstrate knowledge of technology productivity tool.  

 

 1. Use general-purpose productivity tools and peripherals to support personal  

productivity, remediate skill deficits, and facilitate learning throughout the  

curriculum.  

 

  2. Use technology tools (e.g., multimedia authoring, presentation, Web tools, digital 

cameras, scanners) for individual and collaborative writing, communication, and 

publishing activities to create knowledge products for audiences inside and outside the 

classroom.  
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Standard 4: The student will demonstrate knowledge of technology communications tools.  

 

  1. Use technology tools (e.g., multimedia authoring, presentation, Web tools, digital 

cameras, scanners) for individual and collaborative writing, communication, and 

publishing activities to create knowledge products for audiences inside and outside the 

classroom.  

 

 2. Use telecommunications efficiently to access remote information, communicate with 

others in support of direct and independent learning, and pursue personal interests.  

 

 3. Use telecommunications and online resources (e.g., e-mail, online discussions, Web 

environments) to participate in collaborative problem-solving activities for the 

purpose of developing solutions or products for audiences inside and outside the 

classroom.  

 

 

Standard 5: The student will demonstrate knowledge of technology research tools.  

 

  1. Use telecommunications and online resources (e.g., e-mail, online discussions, Web 

environments) to participate in collaborative problem-solving activities for the 

purpose of developing solutions or products for audiences inside and outside the 

classroom.  

 

 2. Use technology resources (e.g., calculators, data collection probes, videos,  

educational software) for problem solving, self-directed learning, and extended  

learning activities.  

 

  3. Determine which technology is useful and select the appropriate tool(s) and  

technology resources to address a variety of tasks and problems.  

 

  

Standard 6: The student will demonstrate knowledge of technology problem-solving and 

decision-making tools.  

 

  1. Use technology resources (e.g., calculators, data collection probes, videos, 

educational software) for problem solving, self-directed learning, and extended 

learning activities.  

 

 2. Determine which technology is useful and select the appropriate tool(s) and  

technology resources to address a variety of tasks and problems.  

 

  3. Evaluate the accuracy, relevance, appropriateness, comprehensiveness, and bias of 

electronic information sources.  
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Intermediate Level prior to completion of Grade 8  

 

  

Standard 1: The student will demonstrate knowledge of basic operations and concepts.  

 

  1. Apply strategies for identifying and solving routine hardware and software 

problems that occur during everyday use.  

 

  2. Demonstrate an understanding of concepts underlying hardware, software, and  

connectivity, and of practical applications to learning and problem solving.  

 

  

Standard 2: The student will demonstrate knowledge of social, ethical, and human 

issues.  

 

  1. Demonstrate knowledge of current changes in information technologies and the 

effect those changes have on the workplace and society.  

 

  2. Exhibit legal and ethical behaviors when using information and technology, and 

discuss consequences of misuse.  

 

  3. Research and evaluate the accuracy, relevance, appropriateness, comprehensiveness, 

and bias of electronic information sources concerning real-world problems.  

 

 

Standard 3: The student will demonstrate knowledge of technology productivity tools.  

 

  1. Use content-specific tools, software, and simulations (e.g., environmental probes, 

graphing calculators, exploratory environments, Web tools) to support learning and 

research.  

 

 2. Apply productivity/multimedia tools and peripherals to support personal 

productivity, group collaboration, and learning throughout the curriculum.  

 

 

Standard 4: The student will demonstrate knowledge of technology communication tools.  

 

  1. Design, develop, publish, and present products (e.g., Web pages, videotapes) using 

technology resources that demonstrate and communicate curriculum concepts to audiences 

inside and outside the classroom.  

 

 2. Collaborate with peers, experts, and others using telecommunications and  

collaborative tools to investigate curriculum-related problems, issues, and  

information, and to develop solutions or products for audiences inside and outside the 

classroom.  
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Standard 5: The student will demonstrate knowledge of technology research tools.  

 

  1. Use content-specific tools, software, and simulations (e.g., environmental probes, 

graphing calculators, exploratory environments, Web tools) to support learning and 

research.  

 

 2. Design, develop, publish, and present products (e.g., Web pages, videotapes) using 

technology resources that demonstrate and communicate curriculum concepts to audiences 

inside and outside the classroom.  

 

  3. Collaborate with peers, experts, and others using telecommunications and  

collaborative tools to investigate curriculum-related problems, issues, and  

information, and to develop solutions or products for audiences inside and outside the 

classroom.  

 

  4. Select and use appropriate tools and technology resources to accomplish a variety 

of tasks and solve problems.  

 

 5. Research and evaluate the accuracy, relevance, appropriateness, comprehensiveness, 

and bias of electronic information sources concerning real-world problems.  

 

  

Standard 6: The student will demonstrate knowledge of technology problem-solving and 

decision-making tools.  

 

  1. Apply productivity/multimedia tools and peripherals to support personal 

productivity, group collaboration, and learning throughout the curriculum.  

 

  2. Design, develop, publish, and present products (e.g., Web pages, videotapes) using 

technology resources that demonstrate and communicate curriculum concepts to audiences 

inside and outside the classroom.  

 

  3. Select and use appropriate tools and technology resources to accomplish a variety 

of tasks and solve problems.  

 

 4. Demonstrate an understanding of concepts underlying hardware, software, and  

connectivity, and of practical applications to learning and problem solving.  

 

 5. Research and evaluate the accuracy, relevance, appropriateness, comprehensiveness, 

and bias of electronic information sources concerning real-world problems.  
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Advanced Level prior to completion of Grade 12  

 

  

Standard 1: The student will demonstrate knowledge of basic operations and concepts and 

make informed choices among technology systems, resources, and  

services.   

 

Standard 2: The student will demonstrate knowledge of social, ethical, and human 

issues.  

 

 1. Identify capabilities and limitations of contemporary, emerging technology 

resources, and assess the potential of these systems and services to address personal, 

lifelong learning, and workplace needs.  

 

  2. Make informed choices among technology systems, resources, and services.  

 

 3. Analyze advantages and disadvantages of widespread use and reliance on technology 

in the workplace and in society as a whole.  

 

  4. Demonstrate and advocate for legal and ethical behaviors among peers, family, and 

community regarding the use of technology and information.  

 

  

Standard 3: The student will demonstrate knowledge of technology productivity tool.  

 

  1. Use technology tools and resources for managing and communicating  

personal/professional information (e.g., finances, schedules, addresses, purchases, 

correspondence).  

 

  2. Investigate and apply expert systems, intelligent agents, and simulations in real-

world situations.  

 

  

 

Standard 4: The student will demonstrate knowledge of technology communications tools.  

 

 1. Use technology tools and resources for managing and communicating  

personal/professional information (e.g., finances, schedules, addresses, purchases, 

correspondence).  

 

  2. Routinely and efficiently use online information resources to meet needs for 

collaboration, research, publications, communications, and productivity.  

 

  3. Select and apply technology tools for research, information analysis, problem 

solving, and decision-making in content learning.  

 

  4. Collaborate with peers, experts, and others to contribute to a content-related 

knowledge base by using technology to compile, synthesize, produce, and  

disseminate information, models, and other creative works.  
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Standard 5: The student will demonstrate knowledge of technology research tools.  

 

  

 1. Evaluate technology-based options, including distance and distributed education, 

for lifelong learning.  

 

 2. Routinely and efficiently use online information resources to meet needs for  

collaboration, research, publications, communications, and productivity.  

 

 3. Select and apply technology tools for research, information analysis, problem 

solving, and decision-making in content learning.  

 

  4. Investigate and apply expert systems, intelligent agents, and simulations in real-

world situations.  

 

 5. Collaborate with peers, experts, and others to contribute to a content-related 

knowledge base by using technology to compile, synthesize, produce, and  

disseminate information, models, and other creative works.  

 

  

 

Standard 6: The student will demonstrate knowledge of technology problem-solving and 

decision-making tools.  

 

  1. Routinely and efficiently use online information resources to meet needs for 

collaboration, research, publications, communications, and productivity.  

 

  2. Investigate and apply expert systems, intelligent agents, and simulations in real-

world situations.  

 

 3. Collaborate with peers, experts, and others to contribute to a content-related 

knowledge base by using technology to compile, synthesize, produce, and  

disseminate information, models, and other creative works.  

 

  

 

 Lesson plans and other resources which may be used to facilitate the implementation of 

these standards can be found at the ISTE Web site at http://www.iste.org,, the Oklahoma 

State Department of Education at http://www.sde.state.ok.us, and the PASSPort Web site 

at http://www.sde.state.ok.us/passport.  

 

  

 

 

*With the change from P.A.S.S. skills to Common Core standards, the district will begin transitioning to the 

new standards as they are developed. 
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Common Core State Standards 

 
College and Career Readiness Anchor Standards for Reading 

 
The grades 6–12 standards on the following pages define what students should understand and be able to do by the 
end of each grade span. They correspond to the College and Career Readiness (CCR) anchor standards below by 
number. The CCR and grade-specific standards are necessary complements—the former providing broad standards, 
the latter providing additional specificity—that together define the skills and understandings that all students must 
demonstrate. 
 
Key Ideas and Details 
1. Read closely to determine what the text says explicitly and to make logical inferences from it; cite specific textual 
evidence when writing or speaking to support conclusions drawn from the text. 
2. Determine central ideas or themes of a text and analyze their development; summarize the key supporting details 
and ideas. 
3. Analyze how and why individuals, events, or ideas develop and interact over the course of a text. 
 
Craft and Structure 
4. Interpret words and phrases as they are used in a text, including determining technical, connotative, and figurative 
meanings, and analyze how specific word choices shape meaning or tone. 
5. Analyze the structure of texts, including how specific sentences, paragraphs, and larger portions of the text (e.g., a 
section, chapter, scene, or stanza) relate to each other and the whole. 
6. Assess how point of view or purpose shapes the content and style of a text. 
 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 
7. Integrate and evaluate content presented in diverse formats and media, including visually and quantitatively, as 
well as in words.* 
8. Delineate and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, including the validity of the reasoning as well as 
the relevance and sufficiency of the evidence. 
9. Analyze how two or more texts address similar themes or topics in order to build knowledge or to compare the 
approaches the authors take. 
 
Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity 
10. Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts independently and proficiently. 
 

 

 

Note on range and content of student reading 
 
Reading is critical to building knowledge in history/social studies as well as in science and technical subjects. College and career 

ready reading in these fields requires an appreciation of the norms and conventions of each discipline, such as the kinds of 

evidence used in history and science; an understanding of domain-specific words and phrases; 

an attention to precise details; and the capacity to evaluate intricate arguments, synthesize complex information, and follow 

detailed descriptions of events and concepts. In history/social studies, for example, students need to be able to analyze, evaluate, 

and differentiate primary and secondary sources. When reading scientific and technical texts, students need to be able to gain 

knowledge from challenging texts that often make extensive use of elaborate diagrams and data to convey information and 

illustrate concepts. Students must be able to read complex informational texts in these fields with independence and confidence 

because the vast majority of reading in college and workforce training programs will be sophisticated nonfiction. It is important to 

note that these Reading standards are meant to complement the specific content demands of the disciplines, not replace them. 
 
*Please see “Research to Build and Present Knowledge” in Writing for additional standards relevant to gathering, 
assessing, and applying information from print and digital sources. 
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Reading Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies 6–12 
 RH 

The standards below begin at grade 6; standards for K–5 reading in history/social studies, science, and technical subjects are 

integrated into the K–5 Reading standards. The CCR anchor standards and high school standards in literacy work in tandem to 

define college and career readiness expectations—the former providing broad standards, the latter providing additional specificity. 
 

 

Grades 6–8 students: Grades 9–10 students: Grades 11–12 students: 
Grades 6-8 students:  
 
Key Ideas and Details 
1. Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and secondary sources. 
2. Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary source; provide an accurate summary of the source distinct from prior knowledge or 
opinions. 
3. Identify key steps in a text’s description of a process related to history/social studies (e.g., how a bill becomes law, how interest rates are raised or lowered). 

 
Craft and Structure 
4. Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including vocabulary specific to domains related to history/social studies. 
5. Describe how a text presents information (e.g., sequentially, comparatively, causally). 
6. Identify aspects of a text that reveal an author’s point of view or purpose (e.g., loaded language, inclusion or avoidance of particular facts). 

 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 
7. Integrate visual information (e.g., in charts, graphs, photographs, videos, or maps) with other information in print and digital texts. 
8. Distinguish among fact, opinion, and reasoned judgment in a text. 
9. Analyze the relationship between a primary and secondary source on the same topic. 

 
Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity 
10. By the end of grade 8, read and comprehend history/social studies texts in the grades 6–8 text complexity band independently and proficiently. 
 
 

Grades 9-10 students:  
 
Key Ideas and Details 
1. Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and secondary sources, attending to such features as the date and origin of the information. 
2. Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary source; provide an accurate summary of how key events or ideas develop over the 
course of the text. 
3. Analyze in detail a series of events described in a text; determine whether earlier events caused later ones or simply preceded them. 

 
Craft and Structure 
4. Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including vocabulary describing political, social, or economic aspects of 
history/social studies. 
5. Analyze how a text uses structure to emphasize key points or advance an explanation or analysis. 
6. Compare the point of view of two or more authors for how they treat the same or similar topics, including which details they include and emphasize in their 
respective accounts. 
 
 

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 
7. Integrate quantitative or technical analysis (e.g., charts, research data) with qualitative analysis in print or digital text. 
8. Assess the extent to which the reasoning and evidence in a text support the author’s claims. 
9. Compare and contrast treatments of the same topic in several primary and secondary sources. 

 
Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity 

10. By the end of grade 10, read and comprehend history/social studies texts in the grades 9–10 text complexity band independently and proficiently. 
 
 

Grades 11-12 students:  
 
Key Ideas and Details 
1. Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and secondary sources, connecting insights gained from specific details to an understanding of 
the text as a whole. 
2. Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary source; provide an accurate summary that makes clear the relationships among 
the key details and ideas. 
3. Evaluate various explanations for actions or events and determine which explanation best accords with textual evidence, acknowledging where the 
text leaves matters uncertain. 

 
Craft and Structure 
4. Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including analyzing how an author uses and refines the meaning of a key term 
over the course of a text (e.g., how Madison defines faction in Federalist No. 10). 
5. Analyze in detail how a complex primary source is structured, including how key sentences, paragraphs, and larger portions of the text contribute to the 
whole. 
6. Evaluate authors’ differing points of view on the same historical event or issue by assessing the authors’ claims, reasoning, and evidence. 
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Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 
7. Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information presented in diverse formats and media (e.g., visually, quantitatively, as well as in words) in order to 
address a question or solve a problem. 
8. Evaluate an author’s premises, claims, and evidence by corroborating or challenging them with other information. 
9. Integrate information from diverse sources, both primary and secondary, into a coherent understanding of an idea or event, noting discrepancies among 
sources. 

 
Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity 
10. By the end of grade 12, read and comprehend history/social studies texts in the grades 11–CCR text complexity band independently and proficiently. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reading Standards for Literacy in Science and Technical Subjects 6–12 RST 

Grades 6–8 students: Grades 9–10 students: Grades 11–12 students: 
Grades 6-8 students: 
 
Key Ideas and Details 
1. Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of science and technical texts. 
2. Determine the central ideas or conclusions of a text; provide an accurate summary of the text distinct from prior knowledge or opinions. 
3. Follow precisely a multistep procedure when carrying out experiments, taking measurements, or performing technical tasks. 

 
Craft and Structure 
4. Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domain-specific words and phrases as they are used in a specific scientific or technical context 
relevant to grades 6–8 texts and topics. 
5. Analyze the structure an author uses to organize a text, including how the major sections contribute to the whole and to an understanding of the topic. 
6. Analyze the author’s purpose in providing an explanation, describing a procedure, or discussing an experiment in a text. 

 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 
7. Integrate quantitative or technical information expressed in words in a text with a version of that information expressed visually (e.g., in a flowchart, 
diagram, model, graph, or table). 
8. Distinguish among facts, reasoned judgment based on research findings, and speculation in a text. 
9. Compare and contrast the information gained from experiments, simulations, video, or multimedia sources with that gained from reading a text on the same 
topic. 

 
Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity 
10. By the end of grade 8, read and comprehend science/technical texts in the grades 6–8 text complexity band independently and proficiently. 
 
 

Grades 9-10 students: 
 

Key Ideas and Details 
1. Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of science and technical texts, attending to the precise details of explanations or descriptions. 
2. Determine the central ideas or conclusions of a text; trace the text’s explanation or depiction of a complex process, phenomenon, or concept; provide an 
accurate summary of the text. 
3. Follow precisely a complex multistep procedure when carrying out experiments, taking measurements, or performing technical tasks, attending to special 
cases or exceptions defined in the text. 
 

Craft and Structure 
4. Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domain-specific words and phrases as they are used in a specific scientific or technical context 
relevant to grades 9–10 texts and topics. 
5. Analyze the structure of the relationships among concepts in a text, including relationships among key terms (e.g., force, friction, reaction force, energy). 
6. Analyze the author’s purpose in providing an explanation, describing a procedure, or discussing an experiment in a text, defining the question the author 
seeks to address. 
 

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 
7. Translate quantitative or technical information expressed in words in a text into visual form (e.g., a table or chart) and translate information expressed 
visually or mathematically (e.g., in an equation) into words. 
8. Assess the extent to which the reasoning and evidence in a text support the author’s claim or a recommendation for solving a scientific or technical 
problem. 
9. Compare and contrast findings presented in a text to those from other sources (including their own experiments), noting when the findings support or 
contradict previous explanations or accounts. 
 

Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity 

10. By the end of grade 10, read and comprehend science/technical texts in the grades 9–10 text complexity band independently and proficiently. 
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Grades 11-12 students: 

 

Key Ideas and Details 
1. Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of science and technical texts, attending to important distinctions the author makes and to any gaps or 
inconsistencies in the account. 
2. Determine the central ideas or conclusions of a text; summarize complex concepts, processes, or information presented in a text by paraphrasing them in 
simpler but still accurate terms. 
3. Follow precisely a complex multistep procedure when carrying out experiments, taking measurements, or performing technical tasks; analyze the specific 
results based on explanations in the text. 
 

Craft and Structure 
4. Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domain-specific words and phrases as they are used in a specific scientific or technical context 
relevant to grades 11–12 texts and topics. 
5. Analyze how the text structures information or ideas into categories or hierarchies, demonstrating understanding of the information or ideas. 
6. Analyze the author’s purpose in providing an explanation, describing a procedure, or discussing an experiment in a text, identifying important issues that 
remain unresolved. 
 

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 
7. Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information presented in diverse formats and media (e.g., quantitative data, video, multimedia) in order to 
address a question or solve a problem. 
8. Evaluate the hypotheses, data, analysis, and conclusions in a science or technical text, verifying the data when possible and corroborating or challenging 
conclusions with other sources of information. 
9. Synthesize information from a range of sources (e.g., texts, experiments, simulations) into a coherent understanding of a process, phenomenon, or concept, 
resolving conflicting information when possible. 
 

Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity 

10. By the end of grade 12, read and comprehend science/technical texts in the grades 11–CCR text complexity band independently and proficiently. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

College and Career Readiness Anchor Standards for Writing 
 

The grades 6–12 standards on the following pages define what students should understand and be able to do by the end of each grade span. They 
correspond to the College and Career Readiness (CCR) anchor standards below by number. The CCR and grade-specific standards are necessary 
complements—the former providing broad standards, the latter providing additional specificity—that together define the skills and understandings 
that all students must demonstrate. 

 
Text Types and Purposes* 
1. Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts using valid reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence. 
2. Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas and information clearly and accurately through the effective selection, 
organization, and analysis of content. 
3. Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, well-chosen details and well-structured event 
sequences. 

 
Production and Distribution of Writing 
4. Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. 
5. Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach. 
6. Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing and to interact and collaborate with others. 

 
Research to Build and Present Knowledge 
7. Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects based on focused questions, demonstrating understanding of the subject under 
investigation. 
8. Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital sources, assess the credibility and accuracy of each source, and integrate the 
information while avoiding plagiarism. 
9. Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research. 

 
Range of Writing 
10. Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of 

tasks, purposes, and audiences. 
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Note on range and content of student writing 
 
For students, writing is a key means of asserting and defending claims, showing what they know about a subject, and conveying what they have 
experienced, imagined, thought, and felt. To be college and career ready writers, students must take task, purpose, and audience into careful 
consideration, choosing words, information, structures, and formats deliberately. They need to be able to use technology strategically when creating, 
refining, and collaborating on writing. They have to become adept at gathering information, evaluating sources, and citing material accurately, 
reporting findings from their research and analysis of sources in a clear and cogent manner. They must have the flexibility, concentration, and 
fluency to produce high-quality first draft text under a tight deadline and the capacity to revisit and make improvements to a piece of writing over 
multiple drafts when circumstances encourage or require it. To meet these goals, students must devote significant time and effort to writing, 
producing numerous pieces over short and long time frames throughout the year. 

 

 
*These broad types of writing include many subgenres. See Appendix A for definitions of key writing types. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, and Technical 
Subjects 6–12 
 

 

The standards below begin at grade 6; standards for K–5 writing in history/social studies, science, and technical subjects are integrated into the K–5 
Writing standards. The CCR anchor standards and high school standards in literacy work in tandem to define college and career readiness 
expectations—the former providing broad standards, the latter providing additional specificity. 

Grades 6–8 students: Grades 9–10 students: Grades 11–12 students: 
Text Types and Purposes 
 
Grades 6-8 students:  
1. Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content. 

a. Introduce claim(s) about a topic or issue, acknowledge and distinguish the claim(s) from alternate or opposing claims, and organize the 
  reasons and evidence logically. 

b. Support claim(s) with logical reasoning and relevant, accurate data and evidence that demonstrate an understanding of the topic or 
text, using credible sources. 
c. Use words, phrases, and clauses to create cohesion and clarify the relationships among claim(s), counterclaims, reasons, and evidence. 
d. Establish and maintain a formal style. 
e. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the argument presented. 

 
2. Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration of historical events, scientific procedures/ experiments, or technical processes.  

a. Introduce a topic clearly, previewing what is to follow; organize ideas, concepts, and information into broader categories as appropriate to 
achieving purpose; include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., charts, tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding comprehension. 
b. Develop the topic with relevant, well-chosen facts, definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other information and examples. 
c. Use appropriate and varied transitions to create cohesion and clarify the relationships among ideas and concepts. 
d. Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to inform about or explain the topic. 
e. Establish and maintain a formal style and objective tone. 
f. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the information or explanation presented. 

 
3. (See note; not applicable as a separate requirement) 
 
 

Grades 9-10 students:  
 
1. Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content. 

a. Introduce precise claim(s), distinguish the claim(s) from alternate or opposing claims, and create an organization that establishes clear 
relationships among the claim(s), counterclaims, reasons, and evidence. 
b. Develop claim(s) and counterclaims fairly, supplying data and evidence for each while pointing out the strengths and limitations of both claim(s) 
and counterclaims in a discipline-appropriate form and in a manner that anticipates the audience’s knowledge level and concerns. 
c. Use words, phrases, and clauses to link the major sections of the text, create cohesion, and clarify the relationships between claim(s) and 
reasons, between reasons and evidence, and between claim(s) and counterclaims. 
d. Establish and maintain a formal style and objective tone while attending to the norms and conventions of the discipline in which they are writing. 
e. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from or supports the argument presented. 

 
2. Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration of historical events, scientific procedures/ experiments, or technical processes. 

a. Introduce a topic and organize ideas, concepts, and information to make important connections and distinctions; include formatting (e.g., 
headings), graphics (e.g., figures, tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding comprehension. 
b. Develop the topic with well-chosen, relevant, and sufficient facts, extended definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other information and 
examples appropriate to the audience’s knowledge of the topic. 
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c. Use varied transitions and sentence structures to link the major sections of the text, create cohesion, and clarify the relationships among ideas 
and concepts. 
d. Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to manage the complexity of the topic and convey a style appropriate to the discipline and 
context as well as to the expertise of likely readers. 
e. Establish and maintain a formal style and objective tone while attending to the norms and conventions of the discipline in which they are writing. 
f. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the information or explanation presented (e.g., articulating implications 
or the significance of the topic). 

 
3. (See note; not applicable as a separate requirement) 
 
 

Grades 11-12 students:  
 
1. Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content. 

a. Introduce precise, knowledgeable claim(s), establish the significance of the claim(s), distinguish the claim(s) from alternate or opposing claims, 
and create an organization that logically sequences the claim(s), counterclaims, reasons, and evidence. 
b. Develop claim(s) and counterclaims fairly and thoroughly, supplying the most relevant data and evidence for each while pointing out the 
strengths and limitations of both claim(s) and counterclaims in a discipline-appropriate form that anticipates the audience’s knowledge level, 
concerns, values, and possible biases. 
c. Use words, phrases, and clauses as well as varied syntax to link the major sections of the text, create cohesion, and clarify the relationships 
between claim(s) and reasons, between reasons and evidence, and between claim(s) and counterclaims. 
d. Establish and maintain a formal style and objective tone while attending to the norms and conventions of the discipline in which they are writing. 
e. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from or supports the argument presented. 

Grades 6–8 students: Grades 9–10 students: Grades 11–12 students: 
2. Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration of historical events, scientific procedures/ experiments, or technical processes. 

a. Introduce a topic and organize complex ideas, concepts, and information so that each new element builds on that which precedes it to create a 
unified whole; include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., figures, tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding comprehension. 
b. Develop the topic thoroughly by selecting the most significant and relevant facts, extended definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other 
information and examples appropriate to the audience’s knowledge of the topic. 
c. Use varied transitions and sentence structures to link the major sections of the text, create cohesion, and clarify the relationships among 
complex ideas and concepts. 
d. Use precise language, domain-specific vocabulary and techniques such as metaphor, simile, and analogy to manage the complexity of the topic; 
convey a knowledgeable stance in a style that responds to the discipline and context as well as to the expertise of likely readers. 
e. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the information or explanation provided (e.g., articulating implications or 
the significance of the topic). 

 
3. (See note; not applicable as a separate requirement) 
 
 

Note: Students’ narrative skills continue to grow in these grades. The Standards require that students be able to incorporate narrative elements 
effectively into 
arguments and informative/explanatory texts. In history/social studies, students must be able to incorporate narrative accounts into their analyses of 
individuals or events of historical import. In science and technical subjects, students must be able to write precise enough descriptions of the step-
by-step 
procedures they use in their investigations or technical work that others can replicate them and (possibly) reach the same results. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Writing Standards for Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, and Technical 
Subjects 6–12 

Grades 6–8 students: Grades 9–10 students: Grades 11–12 students: 
Grades 6-8 students:  
 
Production and Distribution of Writing 
4. Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. 
5. With some guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a 
new approach, focusing on how well purpose and audience have been addressed. 
6. Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing and present the relationships between information and ideas clearly and efficiently. 
 

Research to Build and Present Knowledge 
7. Conduct short research projects to answer a question (including a self-generated question), drawing on several sources and generating additional related, 
focused questions that allow for multiple avenues of exploration.  
8. Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital sources, using search terms effectively; assess the credibility and accuracy of each source; and 
quote or paraphrase the data and conclusions of others while avoiding plagiarism and following a standard format for citation. 
9. Draw evidence from informational texts to support analysis reflection, and research. 
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Range of Writing 
10. Write routinely over extended time frames (time for reflection and revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of 
discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and audiences. 
 
 

Grades 9-10 students: 
 

Production and Distribution of Writing 
4. Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. 
5. Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach, focusing on addressing what is most significant 
for a specific purpose and audience. 
6. Use technology, including the Internet, to produce, publish, and update individual or shared writing products, taking advantage of technology’s capacity to 
link to other information and to display information flexibly and dynamically. 
 

Research to Build and Present Knowledge 
7. Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects to answer a question (including a selfgenerated question) or solve a problem; narrow or 
broaden the inquiry when appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on the subject, demonstrating understanding of the subject under investigation. 
8. Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print and digital sources, using advanced searches effectively; assess the usefulness of each source 
in answering the research question; integrate information into the text selectively to maintain the flow of ideas, avoiding plagiarism and following a standard 
format for citation. 
9. Draw evidence from informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research. 

 
Range of Writing 
10. Write routinely over extended time frames (time for reflection and revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of 
discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and audiences. 

 

 

Grades 11-12 students: 
 
Production and Distribution of Writing 
4. Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. 
5. Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach, focusing on addressing what is most significant 
for a specific purpose and audience. 
6. Use technology, including the Internet, to produce, publish, and update individual or shared writing products in response to ongoing feedback, including new 
arguments or information. 
 

Research to Build and Present Knowledge 
7. Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects to answer a question (including a selfgenerated question) or solve a problem; narrow or broaden 
the inquiry when appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on the subject, demonstrating understanding of the subject under investigation. 
8. Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print and digital sources, using advanced searches effectively; assess the strengths and limitations of 
each source in terms of the specific task, purpose, and audience; integrate information into the text selectively to maintain the flow of ideas, avoiding 
plagiarism and overreliance on any one source and following a standard format for citation. 
9. Draw evidence from informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research. 
 

Range of Writing 
10. Write routinely over extended time frames (time for reflection and revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-specific 

tasks, purposes, and audiences. 
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Glossary  

 

  

 

computer - A device capable of performing a series of arithmetic or logical operations. 

A computer is distinguished from a calculating machine, such as an abacus or electronic 

calculator, by being able to store a computer program (so that it can repeat its 

operations and make logical decisions) and to store and retrieve data without human 

intervention.  

 

database - A collection of data arranged for ease and speed of search and retrieval. 

Also called data bank.  

 

distance learning - A type of education where students work at a site remote from the 

instructor and communicate via e-mail, electronic forums, videoconferencing and/or 

other forms of electronic media.  

 

multimedia - The use of computers to present integrated text, graphics, video, 

animation, and sound.  

 

peripheral device - An electronic device that attaches to a computer, but is not a part 

of the standard operating hardware. Examples of such devices are disk drives, printers, 

scanners, drawing tablets, speakers, projectors, etc.  

 

productivity tools - Software applications used to perform standard tasks. The most 

common productivity tools are word processors, spreadsheets, databases, presentation 

software, e-mail, etc.  

 

software - The programs, routines, and symbolic languages that control the functioning 

of the hardware and direct its operation.  

 

spreadsheet - An accounting or bookkeeping program for a computer. The display, with 

multiple columns and rows, that such a program allows to be printed.  

 

technology - The body of knowledge available that is of use in extracting, creating, 

distributing, manipulating or collecting data and/or information.  

 

telecommunications - the science and technology of communication at a distance by 

electronic transmission of impulses, as by cable, telephone, radio, computer or 

television.  

 

word processor - A computer system either specially designed for or capable of word 

processing.  
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INTERNET ACCEPTABLE USE AGREEMENT 

 

The Internet offers a unique and valuable learning tool for the students and teachers who have access to 

its resources.  The goal of providing Internet access is to provide a service that promotes educational 

excellence in the district by facilitating resource sharing, innovation, and communication. 

 
For those not familiar with the term, the Internet is an “electronic highway” connecting millions of computers 

all over the world and millions of individual users.  Access to the Internet will enable students to explore 

thousands of libraries, databases, and bulletin boards while exchanging messages with users throughout the 

globe.  In addition, the system will be used to increase school and district communication, enhance 

productivity; and assist employees in upgrading their skills through greater exchange of information with their 

peers.  The system will also assist us in sharing information with the local community, including parents, 

social service agencies, government agencies, and businesses. 

 

With access to computers and people from around the world also comes the availability of material that may 

not be considered to be of educational value in the context of the school setting.  Families should be warned 

that some material obtained via the Internet might contain items that are illegal, defamatory, inaccurate, or 

potentially offensive.  We have taken precautions to restrict access to controversial materials.  However, on a 

global network it is impossible to control all materials and an industrious user may discover controversial 

information, either by accident or deliberately.  We firmly believe, however, that the benefits to students from 

online access far outweigh the possibility that users may procure material that is not consistent with our 

educational goals. As educators it is our responsibility to educate and inform the students of the Tecumseh Public 
School District about appropriate online behavior, including interacting with other individuals on social 
networking websites; in chat rooms; and cyberbullying awareness and response.  

 

The purpose of this agreement is to ensure that use of Internet resources is consistent with our stated mission, 

goals, and objectives.  The smooth operation of the network relies upon the proper conduct of the students and 

faculty who must adhere to strict guidelines.  These guidelines are provided here so that you are aware of the 

responsibilities you are about to acquire.  If a user violates any of these provisions, his or her account will be 

terminated and future access could be denied in accord with the rules and regulations discussed with each user 

during Internet training sessions. 

 

To gain access to the Internet, all students must receive training in the proper usage of the information that is 

available.  An Internet Agreement must be read and signed by the user. 

 
1) Students are responsible for good behavior on the school computer networks, just as they are in a 

classroom, or a school hallway.  General school rules for behavior and communications apply. 

2) The network is provided for students to conduct research and communicate with others.  Access to 

network services is given to students who agree to act in a considerate and responsible manner.  Access is 

a privilege, not a right.  That access entails responsibility.  Inappropriate use will result in a suspension or 

cancellation of Internet privileges.  The system administrators will deem what is inappropriate use and 

their decision is final.  Also, the administrators may close an account at any time as required.  The 

administration, faculty, and staff may request the system administrator to deny, revoke, or suspend specific 

user accounts. 

3) Users are expected to abide by the generally accepted rules of network etiquette and conduct themselves in 

a responsible, ethical, and polite manner while online. 

4) Users are not permitted to use the computing resources for commercial purposes, product advertising, 

political lobbying, or political campaigning. 

5) Users are not permitted to transmit, receive, submit, or publish any defamatory, inaccurate, abusive, 

obscene, profane, sexually oriented, threatening, offensive, or illegal material. 

6) Physical or electronic tampering with computer resources is not permitted.  Damaging computers, 

computer systems, laptops, iPods, iPads, or computer networks intentionally will result in cancellation of 
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privileges and possible other discipline.  The student will be responsible for the cost to repair/replace 

damaged or destroyed equipment (laptop, iPod, iPad or other technology), due to intentional damage 

and/or neglect. 

7) Users must respect all copyright laws that protect software owners, artists and writers.  Plagiarism in any 

form will not be tolerated. 

8) Security on any computer system is a high priority, especially since the system involves many users.  If 

you feel you can identify a security problem in the school’s computers, network, or Internet connection, 

you must notify a system administrator.  Do not demonstrate the problem to others.  Using someone else’s 

password or trespassing in another’s folders, work, or files without written permission is prohibited.  

Attempts to logon to the Internet as anyone but yourself may result in cancellation of user privileges. 

9) Tecumseh Public Schools makes no warranties of any kind, whether expressed or implied, for the service 

it is providing.  We assume no responsibility or liability for any phone charges, line costs or usage fees, 

nor for any damages a user may suffer.  This includes loss of data resulting from delays, non-deliveries, 

mis-deliveries, or service interruptions caused by its own negligence or your errors or omissions.  Use of 

any information obtained via the Internet is at your own risk.  We specifically deny any responsibility for 

the accuracy or quality of information obtained through its services. 

10) All communication and information accessible via the computer resources shall be regarded as private 

property.  However, people who operate the system may review files and messages to maintain system 

integrity and insure that users are using the system responsibly.  Messages relating to or in support of 

illegal activities may be reported to the authorities. 

 

Any violations may result in a loss of computer access, as well as other disciplinary or legal action.  Users 

are considered subject to all local, state, and federal laws. 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Technology Acceptable Use Agreement 

 

The use of  Tecumseh Schools Technology is a privilege that can be revoked.  Inappropriate use or neglect of an 

electronic device can result in loss of use of the technology.  File-sharing, including downloading music, or any 

other activity that violates copyright laws is not permitted.  Any files installed on a Tecumseh Schools computer 

must be legally owned by the school district. With this in mind, students are not permitted to use a personal 

iTunes, App Store, or other type of account to add any apps (free or otherwise), books, music, videos, or any 

other content available for these devices.  Students are not allowed to “jailbreak” any school device, or alter the 

configuration or functionality that has been established by the district. 

 

Students will agree to the following terms: 

 I am responsible for knowing how to properly operate and care for any school computer. 

 I am responsible for understanding and adhering to all copyright requirements related to digital 

media and the use of school technology. 

 I will not install personally owned media on a school computer. 

 I will not install any illegally obtained media on a school device. 

 If the technology is damaged due to negligence, malicious or inappropriate treatment while 

signed out to me, I can be held responsible for all cost associated with its repair or replacement. 

 In the event of damage or theft of an school electronic device while signed out to me, I will 

report it immediately. 

 I will never leave an iPod/iPad/laptop or other technology unattended and will secure/store it 

when not in use. 
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STUDENT/PARENT SECTION 

 

We have read the District Internet Use Agreement.  We agree to follow the rules contained in this policy.  We 

understand that if we violate the rules the account can be terminated and that disciplinary measures could result. 

 

User Name (please print) ____________________________________Grade_______________ 

 

 

User Signature ____________________________________________ Date________________ 

 

Parent Signature ___________________________________________ Date________________ 

 

Student/Parent Computer/Laptop/iPod/iPad Agreement 

We have read, understand, and agree to follow all responsibilities as outlined in the acceptable use agreement 

as it applies to the districts computers, laptops, iPods, and iPads.  We understand that the student will be 

responsible for cost to repair/replace damaged/destroyed equipment (laptop, iPod, iPad or other technology), due 

to intentional damage and/or neglect. 

 

Users Name (please print)______________________________________Grade_____________ 

 

Users Signature______________________________________________Date________________ 

 

Parent Signature_____________________________________________Date________________ 
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Tecumseh Public Schools 

Photo/Video/Web Release 

 

 
Dear Parents, 

 

Throughout the school year we may be videoing classes for various purposes.   The primary purpose 

would be to share, with parents, during school programs.  We would like to have your permission to 

videotape your child. 

 

At times we like to place pictures and information in our local papers or on the school website to make 

the community aware of activities in which our students are participating.  We would  like to have 

your permission to release your child’s name and/or picture to the news media. 

 

 

 

________ ________  I give my permission to have my child videotaped. 

    yes       no    

 

 

________ ________  I give my permission to have my child’s picture printed  

    yes       no   in the local newspapers or on the school website. 

 

 

________ _______  I give permission to have my child’s name used in  

    yes       no   conjunction with a photo. 

 

 

________ ________  I give permission to have my child’s picture and 

   yes                  no   name printed in the Tecumseh Elementary 

     School Yearbook. 

 

 

 

Child’s Name______________________________________________________ 

 

Parent’s Signature __________________________________Date____________ 

 

This permission is effective for the current school year. 
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Sample lesson plans for safe internet use and Cyberbullying awareness as required by CIPA and guidelines 

set by E-rate. 

Free to educators, the CommonSense Media Student Curriculum empowers students to use the Internet 

safely, responsibly, and effectively. Free detailed lesson plans with supporting video are available by grade 

level for Kindergarten through Twelfth grade at the following web site:   

http://www.commonsensemedia.org/educators/curriculum 

 

Sample Lessons by Grade Level 

Grades K-1 
 

 Safety and Security  

 

Lesson 

Title 
Lesson Overview  

Go Places 

Safely  

A virtual field trip helps children experience the power and excitement of the Internet by taking 

them places in cyberspace that might be impractical for a class to visit. They also learn that, just 

as when traveling in the face-to-face world, they should always take an adult with them when 

traveling in cyberspace.  

 

 

 Manners, Cyberbullying, & Ethics  

 

Lesson Title Lesson Overview  

Is This Yours?  
Children learn that computers, like other objects, are property and should be respected.  

 
 

 Research and Information Fluency  

 

Lesson Title Lesson Overview  

A-B-C 

Searching  

Children search for animal pictures online by clicking letters of the alphabet. They then print 

the pictures and, in an offline activity, color them and arrange a display.  
 

Good Sites  
Children explore and evaluate a children's Web site, concluding that people's opinions about 

the quality and usefulness of a site will vary.  
 

The Library  
Children learn that the library houses many forms of media for both research and leisure 

activities. They also learn that an important resource in the library is the librarian.  
 

Find the Ad  

 

 

 

 

Children learn that the purpose of advertisements is to encourage people to buy something; 

children also practice differentiating ads from content on Web sites.  

 

 

 

 

http://www.commonsensemedia.org/educators/curriculum
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/safetysecurity/lessons/k-1/go_places_safely/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/safetysecurity/lessons/k-1/go_places_safely/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/mannersbullyingethics/lessons/k-1/is_this_yours/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/researchinfo/lessons/k-1/abc_searching/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/researchinfo/lessons/k-1/abc_searching/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/researchinfo/lessons/k-1/good_sites/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/researchinfo/lessons/k-1/the_library/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/researchinfo/lessons/k-1/find_the_ad/
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 Twenty-First Century Challenges  

 

Lesson Title Lesson Overview  

Spread the 

News!  

Children learn what it means to communicate, recognize the computer as a communication 

invention, and plan their own way to communicate a message.  
 

Cyberspace at 

School  

Children explore the concept of cyberspace as a means of communicating with real people 

within their school.  
 

 

Lessons by Grade Level 

Grades 2-3 

 

 Safety and Security  

 

Lesson Title Lesson Overview  

What's 

Private?  

Children learn about the power of the Internet to facilitate collaboration among students 

worldwide. While co-writing a story online, students learn an important safety rule: Before 

sharing private information in cyberspace, they must get permission from a parent or teacher.  

 

Filling Out a 

Form—Ask 

First  

 

Students learn that many Web sites have enticing offers in exchange for information and 

discuss how to responsibly handle such offers.  

 

 

 

 Manners, Cyberbullying, & Ethics  

 

Lesson Title Lesson Overview  

Everyone Wants 

Friends 

Students examine face-to-face bullying behaviors and identify why these behaviors create 

problems. They role-play to find ways to resolve the problem and create a poster of "No 

Bullying" rules.  

 

Is That Fair?  
Students learn that bullying behaviors may take place when they are online. They 

brainstorm slogans to remind one another that they can get help from a trusted adult.  
 

Whose Property Is 

This?  

Students extend their understanding of “property” to include not only computer 

equipment but also the work of others, and then discuss rules for respecting such 

property.  

 

Good Manners 

Everywhere  

 

Students discuss good manners in the face-to-face world and learn some dos and don'ts 

for using E-mail in cyberspace.  
 

http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/challenges/lessons/k-1/spread_the_news/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/challenges/lessons/k-1/spread_the_news/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/challenges/lessons/k-1/cyberspace_at_school/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/challenges/lessons/k-1/cyberspace_at_school/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/safetysecurity/lessons/2-3/whats_private/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/safetysecurity/lessons/2-3/whats_private/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/safetysecurity/lessons/2-3/filling_out_a_form_ask_first/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/safetysecurity/lessons/2-3/filling_out_a_form_ask_first/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/safetysecurity/lessons/2-3/filling_out_a_form_ask_first/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/cyberbullying/lessons/2-3/everyone_wants_friends/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/cyberbullying/lessons/2-3/everyone_wants_friends/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/cyberbullying/lessons/2-3/is_that_fair/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/mannersbullyingethics/lessons/2-3/whose_property_is_this/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/mannersbullyingethics/lessons/2-3/whose_property_is_this/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/mannersbullyingethics/lessons/2-3/good_manners_everywhere/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/mannersbullyingethics/lessons/2-3/good_manners_everywhere/
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 Authentic Learning and Creativity 

  

Lesson Title Lesson Overview  

The Power of 

Writing  

Students are guided through a multi-lesson project to identify a real-world problem, 

investigate the problem, and communicate a written message to an audience outside their 

classroom.  

 

 

 Research and Information Fluency  

 

Lesson Title Lesson Overview  

Subject Category 

Searching  

Selecting subject categories is one of two main search tools used on the Internet. Students 

learn how to best select subject categories in a directory and explore the concept of 

narrowing their search.  

 

Using Keywords  
Keyword searching is an effective way to locate information on the World Wide Web. 

Students learn how to select keywords to produce the best search results.  
 

Finding Good 

Sites  

Students explore, evaluate, and compare several children's informational Web sites, 

concluding that people's opinions about the quality and usefulness of sites will vary.  
 

Ask a Librarian  
Students learn the library is the best place to begin research, because the librarian can help 

them find information in all kinds of media.  
 

Things for Sale  

Students learn that some Web sites are advertising environments intended to promote good 

feelings about products.  

 

 

 Twenty-First Century Challenges  

 

Lesson Title Lesson Overview  

What's the Big Idea?  
Students recognize people's need and desire to communicate as they describe and 

classify past and present communications inventions.  
 

My Cyberspace 

Neighborhood  

Students explore the concept of cyberspace as a means of connecting people and 

explain how the ability to communicate can unite a neighborhood.  
 

 

Grades 4-5 
 

 Safety and Security  

 

Lesson Title Lesson Overview  

Private 

Information  

By examining and identifying actual online requests for private information, students learn 

to apply the same safety rules in cyberspace as they use when encountering strangers in 

the face-to-face world.  

 

Safe Talking in 

Cyberspace 

Students learn that they can develop rewarding online relationships, but they should never 

reveal private information to a person they know only in cyberspace without asking their 

parent or guardian for permission.  

 

Powerful Students learn the benefits of using passwords and then play a board game to discover  

http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/authentic/lessons/2-3/the_power_of_writing/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/authentic/lessons/2-3/the_power_of_writing/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/researchinfo/lessons/2-3/subject_category_searching/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/researchinfo/lessons/2-3/subject_category_searching/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/researchinfo/lessons/2-3/using_keywords/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/researchinfo/lessons/2-3/finding_good_sites/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/researchinfo/lessons/2-3/finding_good_sites/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/researchinfo/lessons/2-3/ask_a_librarian/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/researchinfo/lessons/2-3/things_for_sale/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/challenges/lessons/2-3/whats_the_big_idea/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/challenges/lessons/2-3/my_cyberspace_neighborhood/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/challenges/lessons/2-3/my_cyberspace_neighborhood/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/safetysecurity/lessons/4-5/private_information/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/safetysecurity/lessons/4-5/private_information/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/safetysecurity/lessons/4-5/safe_talking_in_cyberspace/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/safetysecurity/lessons/4-5/safe_talking_in_cyberspace/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/safetysecurity/lessons/4-5/powerful_passwords/
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Passwords  some strategies for creating and keeping secure passwords.  

Handling E-mail 

and IM  

Students consider the positive uses of e-mail and instant messaging and identify strategies 

for responsibly managing spam and other messages that make them uncomfortable.  
 

Privacy Rules!  

Students learn that children's Web sites must protect their private information, and look 

for privacy policies and privacy seals of approval.  

 

 

 Manners, Cyberbullying, & Ethics  

 

Lesson Title Lesson Overview  

The Power of 

Words 

Students consider that while they are enjoying their favorite children's Web sites, they 

may encounter messages from other children that can make them feel angry, hurt, sad, or 

fearful. They explore ways to handle a particular cyberbullying situation, learn some 

basic prevention rules, and propose actions to take to calm down when online language 

makes them angry.  

 

Group Think 

Students learn that sometimes youths in groups think and behave differently than they 

would if each person was alone. They examine the role of the bystander in cyberbullying 

situations and develop an ethical pledge for bystanders.  

 

Be Comfortable  
Students consider some online scenarios and examine their personal comfort levels. They 

learn to recognize such feelings and responsibly manage their actions in cyberspace.  
 

Citizens of 

Cyberspace  

Students learn that Internet users are citizens of a global community with the power to 

share ideas with people around the world.  
 

Understand Your 

Acceptable Use 

Policy  

Acceptable Use Policy (AUP) contracts encourage responsible behavior by students and 

staff and give administrators enforceable rules for acceptable use of school computers. 

Students will interpret and make inferences about their school's AUP.  

 

Speak Out  
Students learn that, as citizens of their country, they have a responsibility to speak out on 

important issues and that the Internet provides easy ways to do so.  
 

Whose Is It, 

Anyway?  

Students learn that, although the Internet makes it very easy, copying others' work and 

presenting it as one's own is unethical. They also learn about circumstances in which it is 

permissible to copy others' work.  

 

Do the Right 

Thing  

Students learn that they should apply the same ethical principles in cyberspace that guide 

them in face-to-face situations.  
 

Good E-mail 

Manners  

Students learn good manners dos and don'ts when sending E-mail. \ 

 

 

 

 Authentic Learning and Creativity  

 

Lesson Title Lesson Overview  

Purchasing 

Power  

Students are guided through a multi-lesson project to collaborate in making real-world 

purchasing decisions using mathematical and critical thinking skills and accessing Internet 

resources to collect information.  

 

 

 Research and Information Fluency  

 

http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/safetysecurity/lessons/4-5/powerful_passwords/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/safetysecurity/lessons/4-5/handling_e-mail_and_im/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/safetysecurity/lessons/4-5/handling_e-mail_and_im/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/safetysecurity/lessons/4-5/privacy_rules/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/cyberbullying/lessons/4-5/the_power_of_words/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/cyberbullying/lessons/4-5/the_power_of_words/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/cyberbullying/lessons/4-5/group_think/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/cyberbullying/lessons/4-5/be_comfortable/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/mannersbullyingethics/lessons/4-5/citizens_of_cyberspace/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/mannersbullyingethics/lessons/4-5/citizens_of_cyberspace/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/mannersbullyingethics/lessons/4-5/understand_your_acceptable_use_policy/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/mannersbullyingethics/lessons/4-5/understand_your_acceptable_use_policy/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/mannersbullyingethics/lessons/4-5/understand_your_acceptable_use_policy/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/mannersbullyingethics/lessons/4-5/speak_out/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/mannersbullyingethics/lessons/4-5/whose_is_it_anyway/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/mannersbullyingethics/lessons/4-5/whose_is_it_anyway/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/mannersbullyingethics/lessons/4-5/do_the_right_thing/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/mannersbullyingethics/lessons/4-5/do_the_right_thing/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/mannersbullyingethics/lessons/4-5/good_email_manners/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/mannersbullyingethics/lessons/4-5/good_email_manners/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/authentic/lessons/4-5/purchasing_power/
http://cybersmartcurriculum.org/authentic/lessons/4-5/purchasing_power/
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Lesson Title Lesson Overview  

Choosing a 

Search Site  

Through online observations, students record and compare the features of four children's 

search sites. They then construct a lift-the-flap poster that will guide them in selecting 

appropriate search sites.  

 

 

   

Rating Web Sites  
Students discuss and apply criteria for rating informational Web sites, compare their 

results, and infer that all Web sites are not equally good sources of research information.  
 

Homework Help 

in a Hurry  

Students learn strategies for getting immediate help with their homework, including going 

online with an adult to homework help search services and reference databases.  
 

E-mailing for 

Homework Help  

Students visit sites where, with a parent or guardian, they can ask a homework question 

and receive an answer from an expert over the Internet. They find out that such 

personalized help takes time and is not suitable if they need an immediate answer.  

 

What's at the 

Library?  

Students learn that libraries offer easy-to-use resources for researching a topic for a school 

report.  
 

A Place to 

Advertise  

Students consider that some Web sites are designed as advertising environments to 

entertain visitors while promoting advertisers' brands and products.  

 

 

 

    Twenty-First Century Challenges  

 

Lesson Title Lesson Overview  

Great 

Communicators  

Students consider great communications inventions, including the Internet, and assess 

advantages and disadvantages of each.  
 

Cyberspace 

Country  

Students contrast cyberspace with actual and fantasy places, learn that cyberspace is 

where real people connect using computers and real experiences take place, and visually 

express their conception of the geography of cyberspace in the U.S.  

 

What Is a 

Network?  

Students model a network and learn that the Internet consists of many computer networks 

that are able to communicate with one another.  
 

Imagining the 

Future  

Students consider emerging computer and Internet technologies, and predict how such 

developments might directly affect the lives of kids in the future.  
 

 

Grades 6-8 
 

 Safety and Security  

 

Lesson Title Lesson Overview  

Private and 

Personal 

Information 

Students learn they can converse and share ideas and opinions with others in cyberspace. 

They adopt a critical thinking process that empowers them to protect themselves and their 

families as they visit sites requesting private identity information.  

 

Savvy Online 

Talk and 

Messaging  

Students explore the benefits of online talk and messaging and consider scenarios in 

which they might feel uncomfortable or be asked to give away private identity 

information. They identify situations in which flirting and sexual talk is risky and discuss 

safety rules to apply online.  
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Protecting Private 

Identity 

Information  

Educators have asked us why this lesson is no longer part of the CyberSmart! Student 

Curriculum. The reason: We've replaced it with several new and updated lessons that 

address the latest research related to protecting private identity information in greater 

depth.  

If you used this lesson to explore password security with your students, consider a newer 

lesson called Strong Passwords.  

If you used this lesson to review the various types of private identity information, 

consider the updated Private and Personal Information. In our update we've addressed the 

most recent recommendations for preventing identity theft—yes, even kids have their 

identities stolen.  

If you used this lesson to help students avoid unwanted sexual solicitations, the latest 

research shows that revealing private identity information online does not put youths at 

greater risk, but that flirting or talking about sex with people they meet online does. Our 

updated lesson, called Savvy Online Talk and Messaging, addresses this issue.  

 

 

Smart, Safe, and 

Secure Online 

Students consider some security challenges related to e-mail, instant messaging, and free 

downloads—spam, malware attachments, electronic chain letters, and phishing—

discussing ways of handling them safely and responsibly. Then they create cartoons and 

comics to educate others about cyber security.  

 

Strong Passwords 
Students learn how to create secure passwords in order to protect their private information 

and accounts online.  
 

Check the 

Privacy Policy  

Students evaluate Web site privacy policies with a checklist based on Federal Trade 

Commission rules for compliance with the Children's Online Privacy Protection Act.  
 

Privacy—What's 

the Big Deal?  

Students explore the concept of privacy in their everyday lives and as it relates to visiting 

Web sites.  

 

 

 

 

 Manners, Cyberbullying, & Ethics 

  

Lesson Title Lesson Overview  

Cyberbullying: Not a 

Pretty Picture 

Students explore a scenario in which a friendly relationship turns to a bullying one 

involving cell phones and computers. Then they create a glossary of abbreviations 

that will give contextual clues to text messages.  

 

Cyberbullying: Who, 

Me? Why Should I 

Care? 

Students explore the roles and responsibilities of bystanders to cyberbullying. Then 

they develop a plan for peer mentoring to prevent cyberbullying situations.  
 

Cyberbullying: Crossing 

the Line 

Students learn that when cyberbullying includes threats to safety, they must involve 

trusted adults. They develop a plan to enable students to report cyberbullying to 

school authorities anonymously.  

 

Dealing With 

Cyberbullying  

Students reflect on the rewards of cyberspace, consider how to respond to 

cyberbullying scenarios, and learn how to take action when confronted with online 
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situations that make them uncomfortable.  

Power and 

Responsibility  

Students consider the power of the Internet to disseminate positive and negative 

ideas of individuals, as well as large organizations. They relate the privileges and 

responsibilities of cyber citizenship to their school's Acceptable Use Policy (AUP).  

 

Considering Copying  
Students consider possible ways to copy others' works using the Internet and learn 

that many forms of copying are illegal or unethical.  
 

Can You Hack It?  
Students learn that computers and electronic files are property and explore the 

reasons for, consequences, and ethics of teen hacking.  
 

Good Messaging 

Manners  

 

 

 

 

Students learn guidelines for good manners in cyberspace, including tips for E-

mail, instant messages, chat, and message boards.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Authentic Learning and Creativity  

 

Lesson Title Lesson Overview  

Using Real-

time Data  

Students use a guide to locate quantitative and qualitative real-time data on the Internet, 

develop essential questions, plan collaboration, identify an audience, and decide how to 

communicate the results of their investigation.  

 

 

 

 Research and Information Fluency  

 

Lesson Title Lesson Overview  

Investigating Search 

Engines and 

Directories  

Students learn how search engines, directories, and meta-search engines work and 

compare and contrast their features.  
 

Smart Keyword 

Searching  

When you know the specific information you need, keyword searching is the most 

effective method of searching on the World Wide Web. Students learn strategies to 

increase the accuracy of their search. They compare the number and kinds of sites 

obtained and make inferences about the effectiveness of the strategies.  

 

Making Search 

Decisions  

Students interpret some powerful decision-making tips to increase their searching 

efficiency and then apply them in school research scenarios. They also learn to look for 

advanced search strategies offered at most search sites.  

 

Identifying High-

Quality Sites  

Students learn that, because anyone can publish on the Web, they must carefully 

evaluate the sites they use for research. They review evaluation criteria and use a 

checklist to "grade" informational sites.  

 

How to Cite a Site  
Students learn how to write bibliographic citations for online sources following the 

style recommended by the Modern Language Association.  
 

Online @ the 

Library  

Students learn that there are often advantages to using the Internet from a school or 

public library and investigate the specific services offered by their own library.  
 

Sticky Sites  Students explore why and how commercial Web sites attempt to attract and keep  
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visitors.  

 

 Twenty-First Century Challenges 

  

Lesson Title Lesson Overview  

Great Moments in 

Communications  

Students assemble a timeline to understand how communications technology has 

evolved, and relate the invention of the Internet to earlier inventions.  
 

Cyberspace World  

Students consider the concept of cyberspace as a place and learn that it can be defined 

as real people communicating through computers connected to the Internet. They 

create a map to visually represent that definition, taking into account the influences of 

population, language, and geography around the world.  

 

Information 

Highways  

Students model how information travels on the Internet and discover how the design of 

the Internet allows it to grow easily and never completely break down.  
 

Debating the Future  
Students analyze social issues related to the future use of the Internet, decide if they 

agree or disagree with one another, and support their views in a debate.  
 

 

Grades 9-12 
 

 Safety and Security  

 

Lesson Title Lesson Overview  

Online Identity 

Theft: Information 

Is Power 

Students learn about the methods criminals use to steal identities online. They develop 

an identity theft prevention tip list and propose ways to communicate their tips to their 

families.  

 

Making Good 

Decisions 

Students take a true/false quiz about the risks to teens regarding online sexual 

victimization by adults. They use an analysis of the results as the basis for a classroom 

discussion of how they can harness the power of the Internet while avoiding risky 

behavior that can lead to involvement in criminal sexual activity.  

 

Your Online Image  

Students explore the consequences of unintended audiences viewing their social 

network profiles. They consider four key characteristics of social network sites and 

how they might affect teens as they try out new identities. Then, students collaborate to 

write a letter to parents demonstrating their understanding of issues related to 

unintended online audiences.  

 

Managing 

Passwords 

Students take a quiz to determine the strength of their passwords. They learn the 

reasons for building passwords that are hard to crack and practice creating passwords 

that follow recommended security rules. They devise a way to communicate what they 

have learned to their families.  

 

Safeguarding Your 

Stuff, My Stuff, Our 

Stuff 

Students explore real stories of cyber security threats and damage and learn to think 

responsibly about securing their families' data at home and when using public 

computers. They think creatively about how to talk with their families about cyber 

security.  
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 Manners, Cyberbullying, & Ethics  

 

Lesson Title Lesson Overview  

Acceptable 

Social 

Networking? 

Students explore a scenario in which an angry student creates a false online identity in 

order to seek revenge. They explore ways to resolve the situation and develop a list of tips 

to help other teens avoid cyberbullying situations.  

 

Connected, 24/7 

Students explore how bullying behaviors on social networking sites and cell phones can 

affect teens around the clock. They identify positive actions that bystanders can take to 

alleviate a particular scenario. Then they write a letter to the editor discussing the positives 

and negatives of social networking sites, messaging, and cell phone technologies used by 

teens.  

 

   

   

   

 Authentic Learning and Creativity  

 

Lesson Title Lesson Overview  

Managing 

Project Teams  

Students use a checklist to learn to manage collaborative teams and select digital tools to 

support collaborative authentic learning projects. Use as a stand-alone lesson or in 

preparation for team project assignments.  

 

 

 Research and Information Fluency  

Consider using Cybersmart Curriculum, Grades 6-8, Research and Information Fluency lessons with your 

students.  

Lesson Title Lesson Overview  

   

Evaluating 

Online 

Resources 

Students learn to think critically about their choices of Web sites for research by using an 

evaluation checklist that discusses the key characteristics of trustworthy sites. A sampling of 

sites on a topic of high interest to students provides the lesson context. Optional strategies 

for the use of Web 2.0 tools are included. Extend the lesson to examine the use of Wikipedia.  
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